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ABSTRACT 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE HOMELESS EXPERJENCE FROM AN 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PERSPECTIVE 

DON MICHAEL BRADLEY 

MAY 2009 

The purpose of this dissertation is to study the experience ofhomelessness from 

an occupational therapy perspective. Three studies are proposed in order to gain an 

increased understanding of homelessness. The three studies examined: the concepts of 

occupation, adaptation, roles, habits, and contexts ofhomelessness through a 

metasynthesis of the literature; the occupational participation of homeless individuals 

regarding their roles, habits, and contexts; and homeless individuals through an 

Occupational Adaptation perspective focusing on the adaptive response system. 

The meta-synthesis provided details from the original research reports concerning 

the inclusion/exclusion of several occupational therapy concepts; and gave a synthesis for 

future researchers to evaluate the occupational therapy literature regarding homelessness. 

The results of the second study revealed that the participants had problems facilitating 

participation in occupation. The third study revealed a dysfunction in the occupational 

adaptation process of a homeless individual which resulted in his inability to respond to 

occupational challenges adaptively or masterfully. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

The Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process (OTPF 2002 
' ' 

2008) states that occupational therapy is an evolving profession and that the roles and 

contributions of occupational therapy to society have continued to expand into non 

traditional type settings. According to Finlayson, Baker, Rodman, and Herzberg, (2002) 

"the everyday practice of many occupational therapists has expanded to include work 

with people who would have been unlikely to have contacted an occupational therapist in 

the past" (p. 313). People who are homeless are one of the groups the authors describe. 

In addition, in the past the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOT A) 

identified working with homeless shelters as an emerging area of practice on its website. 

The website reported that occupational therapists can work as consultants and assist in 

providing programs to homeless shelters (AOTA, n.d.) . Homeless individuals may 

present occupational therapists with a different set of circumstances and challenges as 

opposed to clients normally seen in the more traditional hospital or outpatient settings. 

The occupational environments (including work, leisure, and self-care performance areas 

as well as the physical, social, and cultural contexts) are going to be different for the 

homeless population. For example, discharge planning for homeless clients who are 
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without health insurance, adequate financial resources, and permanent housing will 

almost certainly present a challenge in obtaining items such as durable medical 

equipment and follow-up therapy services. While occupational therapists have 

acknowledged the need to become active in providing meaningful interventions for 

homeless individuals, minimal resources may be available to therapists to formulate such 

interventions. 

Statement of the Purpose 

The overall purpose of this dissertation is to study the experience ofhomelessness 

from an occupational therapy perspective. Three studies are proposed. The purpose of 

each of the three studies is as follows: 

I . To explore the concepts of occupation, adaptation, roles, habits, and contexts 

of homelessness through a metasynthesis of the literature 

2. To investigate the occupational participation of homeless individuals 

regarding their roles, habits, and contexts. 

3. To analyze homeless individuals through an Occupational Adaptation 

perspective focusing on the adaptive response system. 

This researcher foresees that through these three studies an increased understanding of 

the homeless experience will occur. The first study provides a synthesis of the current 

occupational therapy literature regarding homelessness. The second study examines the 

occupational participation ofhomeless individuals with regard to their (a) volition; (b) 

recurrent pattems, i.e., roles and habits, in their everyday lives; (c) capacity for 
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occupational performance; and (d) physical and social environments. The third study 

describes the internal adaptation process, occupational environments, and occupations of 

homeless individuals. Together, the three studies examine the experience ofhomelessness 

with an occupational therapy focus that should contribute to the knowledge base of thi s 

emerging area of practice. 

Study 1 

The purpose of the first study was to examine the occupational therapy literature 

regarding homelessness via a metasynthesis. The specific aims of this study were: (a) to 

gain an understanding of the occupational therapy literature as it pertains to the homeless, 

(b) to explore the concepts of occupation, adaptation, roles, habits and environment in the 

occupational therapy literature regarding the homeless, and (c) to synthesize the 

occupational therapy literature regarding the homeless for future research. 

Study II 

The purpose of the second study was to investigate the occupational participation 

of homeless individuals regarding their roles, habits, and contexts. The specific aims of 

the second study were to examine homeless individuals with regard to their (a) volition; 

(b) recurrent patterns, i.e. roles and habits, in their everyday lives; (c) capacity in 

occupational performance areas; and (d) physical and social environments. 

Study III 

Study U, provides data concerning the environment, performance for capacity, 

volition and habituation of homeless individuals from a Model of Human Occupation 
' 
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(MOHO) perspective. To further investigate the homeless experience, the purpose of thi s 

third and final study was to analyze data gathered from one participant interviewed in the 

second study from an Occupationa1 Adaptation (OA) frame of reference (Schkade & 

Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003 ). 

The specific aims of the third study were to gain an increased understanding of the (a) 

internal adaptation process of homeless individuals, (b) occupational environments of 

homeless individuals, and (c) occupations of homeless individuals. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

According to the National Coalition for the Homeless (NCH; 1999), measuring 

the number of homeless people in the United States at any one time is difficult. They 

estimate that in 1999, on any given night, that over 700,000 people could be homeless in 

the United States and as many as two million persons during the year are homeless . A 

more recent report by the National Alliance to End Homelessness (2007) reports that 

there were over 744,000 homeless people in January 2005. The report stated that fifty six 

percent were living in shelters or transitional housing and forty four percent were 

unsheltered. Young (2003) reports that there are ten thousand people either living in the 

streets or in shelters in Houston, Texas. 

According to the Stewart B. McKinney Act, 42 U.S.C. (Office of the Law 

Revision Counsel, U.S. House of Representatives, 2005) the following is the definition of 

a homeless individual: 

Section 11302. General definition ofhomeless individual 

(a) In general 

For purposes of this chapter, the term "homeless" or "homeless individual 

or homeless person" includes -
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(1) an individual who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate 

nighttime residence; and 

(2) an individual who has a primary nighttime residence that is 

(A) a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter 

designed to provide temporary living accommodations 

(including 

welfare hotels, congregate shelters, and transitional housing 

for the mentally ill); 

(B) an institution that provides a temporary residence for 

individuals intended to be institutionalized; or 

(C) a public or private place not designed for, or ordinarily 

used as, a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings. 

Description of the Homeless Population 

Determining a single factor that predisposes a person to becoming homeless is 

difficult. Goering, Tolomiczenko, Sheldon, Boydell, and Wasylenki (2002), attempted to 

identify characteristics of persons who were homeless for the first time in Toronto, 

Canada. Three hundred adult users of homeless shelters in Toronto were interviewed over 

a period of one year ending July, 1997. The authors defined an episode ofhomelessness 

as a lack ofhousing for at least seven nights in the previous month and no prospect of 

housing in the next month. In addition, they reported that an episode of homelessness had 

to be more than one month apart from a prior episode in order to be counted as a separate 
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occurrence. The authors then contrasted the two groups, the ones who were homeless for 

the first time and those who had more than one episode of homelessness. The study 

revealed that forty percent of the persons interviewed in the study were homeless for the 

first time and that the two groups were similar in many ways. There was evidence of 

mental and physical illness present in both groups and rates of previous hospitalizations 

did not differ between the two groups. 

Similarly, Bowdler and Barrell (1987) identified the health needs of the homeless 

by conducting a health needs analysis on a group of homeless individuals in Richmond, 

VA. They used the Neuman systems model (Neuman, 1995) which they describe as an 

open-systems model that incorporates aspects of stress/adaptation theory as well as 

holism to the understanding of health. Seventy clients at the shelter completed a survey 

with twenty closed-choice questlons. The results of the study concluded that mental 

health problems, inc1uding substance abuse, had a high prevalence and that physical 

health problems were many, varied and usually treated at the local teaching hospital. 

From an occupational therapy perspective, Kavanagh and Fares (1995) conducted 

a case study of a homeless mentally ill client using the Model of Human Occupation 

(Kielhofner, 1995). They identified the three subsystems ofvolition, habituation and 

perfom1ance, and occupational behavior and how the three were related to the client ' s 

performance. They identified group homes as an institutional environment that was 

conducive to successful rehabilitation of their clients and that occupational therapists 

using the Model of Human Occupation are able to support the complex needs of such 

clients . 
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In another study from an occupational therapy perspective, Davis and Kutter 

(1998) studied independent living skills and post traumatic stress syndrome {PTSD) in 

twenty-four homeless women in Kansas City. The Kohlman Evaluation of Living Skills 

(Kohlman-Thompson, 1992) was used to assess independent living skills, and a 

structured interview was conducted to detennine whether or not participants had 

experienced trauma. All of the women resided in a community shelter at the time of the 

study. The results of the study were that the prevalence of traumatic experiences and 

PTSD are higher in women who are homeless than in women in the general population . 

Also, women who are homeless have deficits in independent living skills, especially in 

the area of money management. 

This discussion of the literature demonstrates that factors can be difficult to 

determine that may predispose a person to being homeless. Various reasons have been 

identified including substance abuse, post traumatic stress syndrome, mental health 

problems, and physical health problems. This list is certainly not all inclusive, and some 

individuals may experience several factors at a time. 

Model of Human Occupation and the OCAIRS 

The second study examined the occupational participation of homeless 

individuals regarding their roles, habits, and contexts using The Occupational 

Circumstances Assessment Interview and Rating Scale Version 4.0 (OCAIRS; Forsyth et 

al. , 2005). The OCAIRS is based on the concepts from the Model of Human Occupation 

(MOHO) (Kielhofner, 2002). MOHO can briefly be described as consisting of three 
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subsystems which are the volitional subsystem, the habituation subsystem, and the 

perfom1ance capacity subsystem. The volitional subsystem includes personal causation, 

values, and interests. The habituation subsystem includes information on roles and habits. 

The performance capacity subsystem is made up of objective components and subjective 

experiences. Further explanation ofMOHO concepts can be obtained from the Model of 

Human Occupation: Themy and Application (Kielhofner, 2007). 

Occupational Adaptation 

The third study describes the internal adaptation process, occupational 

environments, and occupations ofhomeless individuals from an Occupational Adaptation 

perspective (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 1992). Occupational 

Adaptation can be described as a process wherein there is an interaction between the 

person and the occupational environment. The person consists of sensorimotor, 

psychosocial, and cognitive components. The environment is made up of physical, social, 

and cultural components. The interaction between these two sets of components results in 

an occupational challenge which contains certain role expectations and generates an 

occupational response. Another key element involved in the OA process is that within the 

person there is a desire for mastery. The environment contains a demand for mastery 

resulting in an interaction between the person and the environment which results in a 

press for mastery. In addition, there are three sub-processes: (a) the adaptive response 

generation sub-process, (b) adaptive response evaluation sub-process, and (c) the 

adaptive response integration sub-process. The adaptive response generation sub-process 
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consists oftwo parts, the adaptive response mechanism that selects energy levels 

methods, and behaviors and the adaptation gestalt. The adaptive response evaluation sub

process is an evaluation of the response generated by the adaptive response generation 

sub-process. Relative mastery is assessed within the evaluation process. The adaptive 

response integration sub-process is where learning takes place and becomes integrated 

into the person systems (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003). 

Significance 

The significance of this proposed research is to allow occupational therapists to 

gain a better understanding ofhomelessness. As occupational therapists, we are 

constantly striving to understand and improve the lives of others. Through research, we 

will be able to better understand bomelessness and expand the role of occupational 

therapy with the homeless population. 

Tryssenaar, Jones, and Lee (1999) stated, "The development of interventions that 

are meaningful to persons who are homeless increases the likelihood of effective 

outcomes" (p. 194). However, before we can develop interventions for the homeless we 

have to develop a better understanding of the homeless experience and bow homeless 

individuals function in their environments. 
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CHAPTERlll 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AND HOMELESSNESS: A META-SY THESIS 

Detem1ining the number of homeless persons in the United States at any given 

time is difficult (NCH; 1999). The NCH has estimated, on any given night over 700,000 

people could be homeless and as many as two million persons during the year are 

homeless. A more recent report by the National Alliance to End Homelessness (Jan, 

2007) reports that there were over 744,000 homeless people in January 2005. Of those 

744,000, the report stated that fifty six percent were living in shelters or transitional 

housing and forty four percent were unsheltered. Until recently, occupational therapists 

have had limited contact with the homeless population. 

The Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process (OTPF, 

2002, 2008) states that occupational therapy is an evolving profession and the roles and 

contributions of occupational therapy to society have continued to expand into non 

traditional type settings. According to Finlayson, Baker, Rodman, and Herzberg (2002), 

"the everyday practice of many occupational therapists has expanded to include work 

with people who would have been unlikely to have contacted an occupational therapist in 

the past" (p. 313). People who are homeless are one ofthe groups that Finlayson et al 

describe. In addition, the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) has 

identified working with homeless shelters as an emerging area of practice on its website. 
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The AOT A website reported that occupational therapists can work as consultants and 

assist in providing programs to homeless shelters (AOTA, n.d.). Homeless individuals 

may present occupational therapists with a different set of circumstances and challeno-es 
b 

as opposed to clients normally seen in the more traditional hospital or outpatient settings. 

Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to explore the concepts of occupation, adaptation, 

roles, habits, and contexts ofhomelessness through a meta-synthesis of the occupational 

therapy literature. The specific aims of the study were to (a) gain an understanding of the 

occupational therapy literature as it pertains to the homeless; (b) explore the concepts of 

occupation, adaptation, roles, habits and environment in the occupational therapy 

literature regarding the homeless; and (c) synthesize the occupational therapy literature 

regarding the homeless for future research. 

Methods 

Meta-synthesis is the method that was used to accomplish the specific aims of this 

study. Several different methodologies are recommended for synthesizing qualitative 

literature. Some of these methods include meta-study (Paterson, Thome, Canam, & 

Jillings, 2002), meta-ethnography (Noblit & Hare, 1988), aggregating qualitative findings 

(Estabrooks, Field, & Morse, 1994) and meta-interpretation (Finfgeld, 1999). While there 

are many similarities and differences between the aforementioned methods of 

synthesizing qualitative literature, it is beyond the scope of this study to attempt to 

explicate them here. A descriptive meta-synthesis was chosen since the study tends to 
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look at the phenomena from a broader perspective and the method allies with the goal of 

translation across studies (Finfgeld, 2003). 

Data Sources 

Inclusion criteria for this meta-synthesis were literature regarding the homeless either 

written by occupational therapists or literature published in occupational therapy journals. 

Initially, a decision was made to use a qualitative appraisal form to determine the 

suitability of articles for the metasynthesis. After further deliberation, that decision was 

reversed. Because there is a limited amount of occupational therapy literature regarding 

homelessness, excluding studies based on certain criteria would have resulted in too few 

articles available for a synthesis. In addition, the concepts of occupation, adaptation, 

roles, habits and environment were considered in aggregate i.e. if any one of the concepts 

was used, the article was included in the study. Including all the studies on homelessness 

is consistent with Barroso et al. , (2003, p.l54) who reports researchers conducting 

qualitative meta-synthesis should consider all of the relevant studies in the field , not just 

a sample ofthem. 

After a search of the electronic databases Medline and CINAHL, using the key 

words occupational therapy, homeless, and homelessness, 65 possible publications 

appeared in the original search. It was determined that of those original65 publications, 

only 25 were identified as matching the criteria which was (a) to include only literature 

regarding the homeless written by occupational therapists, or (b) literature published in 

occupational therapy journals, and (c) the articles should be in English and from a 

refereed publication. The 25 selected articles were analyzed in order to determine 
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patterns and themes that resulted from these studies. The reasons for excluding the other 

40 publications were varied: 17 publications were eliminated because they were not 

actually about homelessness; 8 publications were eliminated because they were in non

refereed publications; 7 publications were eliminated because they were either editorials 

or abstracts from conference presentations; 2 publications were eliminated because they 

were dissertations that ended up having a published article from the dissertation topic; the 

remainder were eliminated for various reasons which excluded them from being 

appropriate for synthesis. 

Data Analysis 

The intent of the study was primarily to synthesize the occupational therapy 

literature regarding the homeless for future research and to explore whether or not the 

concepts of occupation, adaptation, roles, habits and contexts were being an addressed in 

the occupational therapy literature on the topic of homelessness. Each of the articles 

selected for inclusion in the study was analyzed first by the primary author and then 

clarified and peer reviewed by a researcher experienced in this methodology. The articles 

were analyzed by a method similar to the constant comparative method recommended by 

Glaser and Strauss (2006). Each article was read and initial themes were established. The 

articles were then re-examined and the themes changed to reflect an in-depth description 

of the codes. The articles were then read a third time and the final overarching themes 

were established. The articles were summarized into the thematic categories. 
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Findings 

After examining the qualitative occupational literature regarding the homeless, 

various suppositions concerning homelessness were identified from the different ways in 

which the literature was presented. Five key areas or themes were identified in the 

literature. They are as follows: (a) perspectives on homelessness, (b) lived experiences, 

(c) student fieldwork experiences with the homeless, (d) life skills, and (e) models of 

practice. Summaries from the synthesized studies are listed in Table 1 to provide a quick 

reference for the reader. 

Table 1 

Summary of Studies 

Author 

Aviles, A & Helfrich , C. 
(2006) 

Davis, J. & Kutter, C. (1998) 

Drake, M.(l992) 

Finlayson, M. , Baker, M., 
Rodman, L. , & Herzberg, G. 
(2002) 

Title 

Homeless Youth: 
Causes, Consequences 
and the Role of 
Occupational Therapy 

Independent living 
skills and post
traumatic stress 
disorder in women 
who are homeless : 
Implications for future 
practice 

Level I Fieldwork in a 
Daycare for Homeless 
Children 

The process and 
outcomes of a 
multimetbod needs 
assessment at a 
homeless shelter 

15 

Thematic category 

Life skills 

Life skills 

Student fieldwork 
experiences with the 
homeless 

Student fieldwork 
experiences with the 
homeless 

Article summary 

Used complementary 
assessments to evaluate 
life skills of homeless 
youth 

Detailed life skill s 
deficits for homeless 
women 

Describes the need for 
Level I fieldwork 
mental health 
placements for students 

Needs assessment for 
an occupational 
perfonnance sk ills 
program and fieldwork 
students at a homeless 
shelter 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Summmy of Studies 

Author Title Thematic category Article summary 

Fi sher, G. & Hotchkiss, A . A Model of Models of practice Developed the Model of 
(2007) Occupational Occupational 

Empowennent for Empowerment as a 
Marginalized result of the ir s tudy 
Populations in involvi ng the homeless 
Community 
Environments 

Griner, K. (2006) Helping the Homeless: Perspectives on Primarily a litera ture 
An Occupational homelessness review regarding OT 
Therapy Perspective and the homeless 

Helfrich, C., Aviles, A ., Life Skill Interventions Life skills Life skill interventions 

Badiani , C. , Walens, D. & with Homeless Youth, at three homeless 

Sabol, P. (2006) Domestic Violence shelters 
Victims and Adults 
with Mental Illness 

Herzberg, G. & Finlayson, Development of Models of practice Used the Canadian 

M. (2001) Occupational Therapy and homelessness Model of Occupational 

in a Homeless Shelter Performance as a 
theoretical guide in the 
development of an 
occupational therapy 
program in a homeless 
shelter 

Heubner, J. & Tryssenaar, J. Development of an Student fieldwork Phenomenolog ica l 

(1996) Occupational Therapy experiences with the experience of a 

Practice Perspective in homeless fieldwork student a t a 

a Homeless Shelter: A homeless she lter 

Fieldwork Experience 

Heuchemer, B. & Leaving Homelessness Lived experiences Li ved experiences of 2 

Josephsson, S. (2006) and Addiction: homeless women and 

Narratives of an the occupati ona l 

Occupational transition away from 

Transition bomelessness and 
addiction 

Johnson, J. (2006) Describing the Models of practice Used the theory of 

Phenomenon of and homelessness Occupational 

Homelessness Through Adaptation to describe 

the Theory of the phenomenon of 

Occupational homelessness 

Adaptation 
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Table I (Continued, 2) 

Summmy of Studies 

Author 

Kavanagh, J. & Fares, J. 
( 1995) 

Kannenberg, K. & Boyer, D. 
( 1997) 

McDonald, A. (2006) 

Livingston , B. & Miller, K. 
(2006) 

Miller, K. , Bunch-Harrison, 
S. , Brumbaugh, B., Kutty, R ., 
& Fitzgerald, K. (2005) 

Munoz, 1. , Dix, S. & 
Reichenbach, D. (2006) 

Munoz, J. , Garcia, T., Lisak, 
J . & Reichenbach, D. (2006) 

Muiioz, J. , Reichenbach, D. 
& Hansen, A. (2005) 

Title 

Using the Model of 
Human Occupation 
with Homeless 
Mentally lll Clients 

Occupational Therapy 
Evaluation and 
Intervention in an 
Employment Program 
for Homeless Youths 
The After-School 
Occupations of 
Homeless Youth: 
Three Narrative 
Accounts 

Systems of Care for 
Persons Who Are 
Homeless in the 
United States 

The Meaning of 
Computers to a Group 
of Men Who Are 
Homeless 

Building Productive 
Roles : Occupational 
Therapy in a Homeless 
Shelter 

Thematic category 

Models of practice 
and homelessness 

Life ski lls 

Lived experiences 

Perspectives on 
homelessness 

Lived experiences 

Life skills 

Assessing the Life skills 
Occupational 
Performance Priorities 
of People Who Are 
Homeless 

Project Employ: Life skills 
Engineering Hope and 
Breaking Down 
Barriers to 
Homelessness 
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Article summary 

A case study of a 
homeless fema le whom 
was unable to develo p 
successful roles and 
habits for herself until 
intervention by OT 

Occupational therapy 
evaluation and 
intervention in an 
employment program 
for homeless yo uths 
Studied after school and 
weekend time use of 
three adolescents from 
homeless families 

Systems of care and 
government programs 
available for the 
homeless 

Positive experiences 
created by providing 
computers to a group of 
homeless men 

A continuation from a 
previous study about 
Project Employ, a 
supportive employment 
program located in an 
emergency she lter 

Addressed occupational 
performance priorities 
ofhomeless people 

Described the hi s tory 

and structure of a 
supportive employ ment 
program located in a n 
emergency she lter 



Table 1 (Continued, 3) 

Summmy of Studies 

Author 

Petrenchik, T. (2006) 

Schultz-Krobn, W. (2004) 

Schultz-Krohn, W., Dmek, 
S. , & Powell, K. (2006) 

Totten, C. & Pratt, J. (2001) 

Tryssenaar, J. , Jones, E., & 
Lee, D. (1999) 

VanLeit, B. , Starrett, R. & 
Crowe, T. (2006) 

Title 

Homelessness: 
Perspectives, 
Misconceptions, and 
Considerations for 
Occupational Therapy 

The Meaning of 
Family Routines in a 
Homeless Shelter 

Occupational Therapy 
Intervention to Foster 
Goal Setting Skills for 
Homeless Mothers 

Innovation in 
Fieldwork Education: 
Working with 
Members of the 
Homeless Population 
in Glasgow 

Occupational needs of 
a shelter population 

Occupational Concerns 
of Women Who Are 
Homeless and Have 
Children: An 
Occupational Justice 
Criti ue 
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Thematic category Article sunm1ary 

Perspectives on Perspecti ves on 
homelessness homelessness and 

occupational therapy 
practice 

Lived experiences Lived experience of 
family routines in a 
homeless shelter 

Models of practice Case study of two 
and homelessness homeless mothers and 

bow volition, 
habituation, and 
performance capacity 
were important in the 
ability to achieve 
personal goals for each 
client 

Student fieldwork The experiences of a 
experiences with the student at a homeless 
homeless shelter 

Lived experiences Lived experience of 25 
homeless persons at a 
shelter 

Life skills Evaluate the 
occupational concerns 
ofhomeless women 
who have children 



Perspectives on Homelessness 

The literature that specifically addressed the issue of a perspective consisted of 

articles that were generalizations or overviews about occupational therapy and 

hornelessness making it difficult to distinguish a single particular focus in the literature 

concerning occupational therapy and perspectives on homelessness. The first of the three 

studies directed mainly toward perspectives on homelessness was a literature review 

providing generalizations about the history of occupational therapy, occupational therapy 

and mental health, occupational therapy and hornelessness (Griner, 2006). The study also 

addressed fieldwork opportunities for occupational therapy students. 

The second study regarding perspective provided some detail concerning current 

occupational therapy practice and the homeless (Petrenchik, 2006). The author reported 

that currently occupational therapists working with the homeless either focus on skills 

remediation programs or enabling participation. The authors suggest that occupational 

therapy practitioners eliminate the medical model and focus on collaboration. The 

maximization of the person-environment-occupation fit (Law et al. , 1996) was identified 

as a way of enabling participation in both the shelters and the community. Therapists 

working with homeless individuals were encouraged to shift their focus from a 

performance component oriented practice to an ecological oriented practice. The author 

stated " ... research suggests that our principal aim as occupational therapists should be 

assisting individuals and families to retum to housing and connecting them with the 

supports and services needed to improve residential stability and community participation 
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over time." The author suggested that a return to stable housing is an important first step 

in program planning and community participation. 

The third study in the use of perspectives addressed systems of care for the 

homeless in the United States. In order for occupational therapists to provide services for 

the homeless, they need to understand the systems of care that are currently in place for 

homeless persons (Livingston & Miller, 2006). Currently, there are several government 

agencies that are available to provide a myriad of services for the homeless . Livingston 

and Miller (2006) provide detail into various government agencies and an overview of 

the services available from each agency as well as how occupational therapy is involved 

in the system of care. Livingston and Miller report that occupational therapists can and do 

work in many different types of programs such as emergency shelters and transitional 

housing programs providing services to the homeless. The authors note that occupational 

therapists are especially suited for helping the episodically homeless, those who have 

been in emergency shelters previously and the chronically homeless, those with multiple 

emergency shelter admissions. The episodically homeless tend to be relatively young and 

have a mental health or medical problem. The chronically homeless tend to be older and 

have higher levels of mental health, substance abuse, and medical problems. The authors 

also note that occupational therapists are adept in understanding the role of occupational 

participation and its connection to disability and the prevention of disability which can be 

useful working with program staff, program development, and working directly with the 

homeless. 
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Lived Experiences 

Tryssnaar, Jones, and Lee (1999) conducted a study of twenty-five homeless 

persons at a shelter in Ontario, Canada. The participants were interviewed using the 

Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (Law eta!., 1998). The major themes that 

emerged were spirituality, choosing satisfaction, diverse health concerns, power of 

relationships, the significance of the environment, and poverty. Of the major themes that 

emerged, they report that spirituality was overwhelmingly the most emphasized. The 

authors noted the premise "we want what everyone wants" was obvious throughout the 

interviews. Others searched for meaning through religious experiences by making 

statements such as: "Church is very important to me, I wish I could be more involved" 

and "Traditional native customs and spirituality are impmtant to me and passing those on 

to the kids." Others exhibited gratitude for having some of their needs met; "you might as 

well be happy- I'm satisfied with how things are now because there aren't many 

options" and "I'm grateful I'm here ... This is heaven compared to being on a riverbank or 

in jail." Spirituality is a complex concept that involves personal character and principles 

and is intrinsic and unique to each individual (Williams, 2008). Spirituality can mean 

different things to different people. McColl (2000) suggest that spirituality is something 

that is within us and that spirit is something that is external to us . Culture may also be a 

factor in how one defines spi1ituality. Unruh, Versnel, and Kerr (2002) suggest there are 

different approaches to spirituality which may include secular, religious, or sacred 

customs. Experience and education may also play a role in how occupational therapists 

approach the topic of spirituality with their clients. Taylor (2000) reveals therapists with a 
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higher level of education and more years of practice tend to use a more global definition 

of spirituality as opposed to a religious defmition. 

The second study relating to lived experiences focused on the meaning of 

computers to a group of homeless men (Miller, Bunch-Hanison, Brumbaugh, Kutty , & 

Fitzgerald, 2005). Three themes emerged from the study: access to computers; computers 

as a bridge to life-skill development; and changed self-perception as a result of 

connecting with technology. The authors noted that some of their subjects had no prior 

computer access and did not even know how to tum on a computer. One participant 

stated "the majority of people here are missing a lot of basic skills and math, reading, 

computers, stuff, you know." The authors noted the positive experience computers had on 

the participants such as; "Computers are really good, like a stepping stone to getting back 

into society cause sometimes . .. 1 don't know how to put it . .. something that connects 

everybody is, like, the computer"; "Basically, computers just make me happy." 

The third study reflecting on the lived experiences examined the meaning of 

family routines in a homeless shelter (Schultz-Krohn, 2004). Two major themes were 

identified in this study. The first theme was living with the mles and the second theme 

was preserving the family. Both positive and negative effects of shelter living were 

revealed. The stmctured routines were advantageous for certain aspects of the residents ' 

lives such as having to be out by 8:30 in the morning which provided an impetus for a job 

search. However, the stmcture impinged on other aspects of life such as personal hygiene 

for their children. Another disadvantage reported was the diminishing role of parental 
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authority. The shelter sets the schedule for meals and the shower times for the children. 

One parent noted "So like, I mean, even simple things 1 have no control over." 

The fourth study concerning the lived experiences of two homeless women 

addressed the occupational transition away from homelessness and addiction. Four 

themes emerged: homelessness as a lived plot; social relationships influence lived plots; 

change through creating possible employment; and acting out a new plot (Heuchemer & 

Josephsson, 2006). The first theme focused on life as a homeless person. The two 

participants in the study were both addicts. Their addictions provided temporary relief 

from the stress of everyday life but contributed to them becoming homeless. The second 

theme was about the strength of social relationships and how they can either be a positive 

or a negative impact for persons trying to escape homelessness. The third theme focused 

on the participants' ability to change their situation. The fourth theme was the new life 

each participant had created for themselves. 

McDonald (2006) studied the after school and weekend time use of three 

adolescents from homeless families . The author summarized the occupational nature of 

the adolescents with three concepts which includes: occupational necessity: social 

intensity; boredom and shelter living: occupational advantages and disadvantages; and 

designing a life: taking control. Spending time with family and friends was reported as 

being important to the participants in the study. Boys preferred to spend discretionary 

time with friends engaged in activities such as sports while girls preferred to spend their 

discretionary time talking with friends . Both boys and girls in the study reported boredom 

and a feeling of being trapped while at the shelter. 
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Student Fieldwork Experiences with the Homeless 

There was a temptation to categorize the fieldwork experience studies with the 

1 ived experience studies. After all, both groups of studies are essentially about lived 

experiences, one being the lived experience of the homeless and the other the lived 

experience of students working with the homeless. After some deliberation, the decision 

was made to separate the two categories to differentiate the plight of being homeless from 

working at a homeless shelter. 

Heubner and Tryssenaar (1996) performed a retrospective study of an 

occupational therapy student in a homeless shelter in Ontario, Canada. The authors 

described the study as a phenomenological experience. Data were collected via joumal 

entries in the student's journal, which she used as a communication tool with her 

supervising therapist. The major themes identified were rapport and the resident ' s drive 

towards purposeful activity. 

Finlayson, Baker, Rodman, and Herzberg (2002) performed a needs assessment at 

a homeless shelter in south Florida. The authors reported that the purpose ofthe needs 

assessment was twofold. The primary purpose was to guide a developing occupational 

performance skills program at the shelter. The secondary purpose was to guide the 

selection of fieldwork activities for occupational therapy students working at the shelter. 

The authors identified five objectives: 

I. Obtain background information on the overall context of homelessness in the 

United States. 

2. Identify and describe the social and environmental context of the shelter. 
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3. Identify the primary issues and concerns of the shelter residents. 

4. Identify the primary issues and concerns ofthe shelter's staff. 

5. Identify the challenges and potential barriers that would be faced regarding 

the implementation ofthe occupational perfonnance skills program and in 

having students at the shelter. 

The next phase included various methods of data collection: literature reviews, 

reviews of local reports, participant observation, focus groups, and reflective journals. In 

the final phase, the authors reflected on what they had accomplished and what needs to be 

done in order for the continued success of the program. For example, they were able to 

help guide the renovation of space into a computer room and assist with obtaining 

computers for the shelter residents. 

Drake (1992) discussed the placement of Level I fieldwork students at homeless 

shelters. The students were involved with staff education and developing treatment 

programs for children at the shelter. The author reported the program provided a mental 

health experience for the students and services for homeless children in the community. 

The final study concerning fieldwork placement described the experiences of the 

students at a homeless shelter (Totten & Pratt, 200 1). A student describes the process of 

developing an activity group at the shelter and the participation of the clients in the 

group. The student reported she had some misconceptions about homeless persons prior 

to her placement at the shelter. The first misconception was the number of beds available 

for direct access to the homeless and the second was the number of homeless persons 

with disabilities that precluded the residents from being able to leave the shelter. The 
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author reported the number of available beds for the homeless was much greater than she 

anticipated and the author was not aware that some of the clients were long term residents 

because they were unable to leave the shelter secondary to mental health or physical 

problems. 

Life Skills 

The first study pertaining to life skills with homeless persons examined 

independent living skills and post traumatic stress syndrome in homeless women (Davis 

& Kutter, 1998). The participants were assessed using the Kohlman Evaluation of Living 

Skills (Kohlman-Thompson, 1992), and a structured interview was conducted to 

determine whether or not participants had experienced trauma. The results of the study 

revealed the prevalence of traumatic experiences. Post traumatic stress syndrome was 

higher in women who were homeless than in women in the general population and 

women who were homeless had deficits in independent living skills, especially in the area 

of money management. 

The second study addressing life skills examined homeless youth, domestic 

violence victims, and adults with mental illness (Helfrich, Aviles, Badiani, Walens, & 

Sabol, 2006). The study took place in four different homeless shelters and two supp01tive 

housing programs. Three different interventions were provided. The homeless youths 

were provided interventions in fmding employment. The domestic violence victims 

Teceived interventions in managing finances. The adults with mental illness received 

interventions in nutrition and meal preparation. All participants received both group and 
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individual sessions. While the study was described in great detail by the authors, the 

effectiveness of the intervention was difficult to determine. 

Mufioz, Reichenbach, and Hansen, (2005) described the history and structure of 

Project Employ, a supportive employment program located in an emergency shelter. The 

authors gave two excerpts from case studies which reflected the value of the life-skills 

training curriculum at the shelter. The authors reported how two women from the shelter 

were able to overcome addiction and homelessness by being able to reintegrate 

previously important roles into their lives. 

In the fourth study related to life skills, Mufioz, Dix, and Reichenbach (2006) 

continued with the work at Project Employ. This study is similar to the one in the 

preceding paragraph except that different case studies were reported and greater detail 

was provided about Project Employ. Occupational therapists involved in this program 

help homeless and formerly homeless individuals to maintain or to find occupations 

which were meaningful and productive to them. Occupational therapists were also 

involved in the job search component of the program with items like role playing or 

assisting in resume writing. 

VanLeit, Starrett, and Crowe (2006) used the Canadian Occupational 

Performance Measure (Law et al. , 1998) to evaluate the occupational concerns of 

homeless women who have children. The authors interviewed 27 homeless women who 

have children and identified 19 occupational concerns ofthe homeless women. The 

primary concems identified in the study were finances, employment, education, 

transportation, and housing. 
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Kannenberg and Boyer (1997) looked at occupational therapy evaluation and 

intervention in an employment program for homeless youths. A case study was employed 

to describe the effectiveness of the program. The authors identified functional 

competencies and developmental issues as being important concepts of the program. 

Aviles and Helfrich (2006) used two different assessments, the Occupational Self 

Assessment (Baronet al., 1999) and the Ansell-Casey Life Skill Assessment (Nollan et 

al. , 2002), to gain information about homeless youths. The authors noted that the two 

assessments provided complementary information about each client. A case study was 

provided which detailed their assessment and interventions with a client. 

Munoz, Garcia, Lisak, and Reichenbach, (2006) addressed occupational 

performance priorities of homeless people. The study revealed two main ideas: self

perceived problems and prioritization of problems. The identified problems included self

care, productivity, and leisure. The prioritized problems within the self-care domain were 

community management and health and wellness. The productivity domain included 

education and work as the prioritized problems and family interaction was the priority in 

the leisure domain. 

Models of Practice and Homelessness 

Five studies in this meta-synthesis were directly related to models of practice in 

occupational therapy. The Model of Human Occupation (MOHO; Kielhofner, 2002) was 

used as the organizing concept in two different studies. Each of the following models 

appeared in one: Occupational Adaptation (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & 
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Schkade, 2003), the Canadian Model of Occupational Performance (Law, Baptiste, & 

Mills, 1995), and the Model of Occupational Empowerment (Fisher & Hothckiss , 2007). 

Kavanagh and fares (1995) conducted a case study of a homeless mentally ill 

client using the MOHO (Kielbofner, 2002). The authors identified the three subsystems 

of volition, habituation and performance, and occupational behavior and how the three 

were related to the client's performance. Group homes were identified as an institutional 

environment that was conducive to successful rehabilitation of clients. Occupational 

therapists using (MOHO) are able to support the complex needs of such clients. The 

authors presented a case study of a homeless female whom relied solely on a group home 

for accommodations and was unable to develop successful roles and habits for herself. 

After treatment utilizing concepts from MOHO, the client was successfully able to leave 

the group home for independent living accommodations. 

Schultz-Krohn, Drnek, and Powell (2006) also employed the MOHO (Kielhofner, 

2002) model in their study of two homeless mothers. The study revealed a different 

outcome for each of the mothers and how the concepts of volition, habituation, and 

performance capacity were important in the ability to achieve personal goals for each 

client. According to the authors, the differences in each client's volition, habituation, and 

performance capacity were the reasons for the different outcomes . for example, the 

authors reported that while both women were obese, the subject in the second case study 

was impeded by her obesity which had a negative effect on her subjective experiences 

which hindered her ability to engage in meaningful occupations. 
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Johnson (2006) used the theory of Occupational Adaptation (OA; Schkade & 

Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003) to describe the phenomenon of homelessness. 

The study examined four individuals from a homeless shelter from the perspective of the 

person, occupational environments, occupational roles, occupational challenges, adaptive 

response generation subprocess, and evidence of adaptation. The author reported that an 

individual needs to have the ability to adapt in order to lead an independent and 

productive life and that the OA model permits the examination of a person' s ability to 

adapt by observing them in their daily activities. The results revealed the value of the 

theory ofOA in developing an understanding ofthe homeless and in identifying" all 

areas of the person, the environment, and the interaction between the person and 

environment in order to determine the area or areas that are inhjbiting the nom1al process 

of adaptation" (p.16) . 

Herzberg and Finlayson (200 1) used the Canadian Model of Occupational 

Performance (Law, Baptiste, & Mills, 199 5) as a theoretical guide in the development of 

an occupational therapy program in a homeless shelter. The occupational therapy 

program was implemented by Levell and Level II fieldwork students. The study is a 

report of the development of interventions designed to increase the occupational 

performance of the residents living at the shelter. The identified interventions were 

prevocational skills; stress management; self care training; social and interpersonal skill s; 

and community living skills. 

Fisher and Hothckiss (2007) developed and used the Model of Occupational 

Empowerment as a result of their study involving homeless women and children. The 
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authors reported five important concepts of their model which included: disempowering 

environments; occupational deprivation; learned helplessness; occupational 

empowerment; and occupational change. 

Each of the five studies concerning models of practice reveals the potential value 

of combining theory with practice in occupational therapy. Occupational therapy 

scholars have emphasized the use of theory based interventions in practice (Crepeau & 

Schell, 2003; Kielhofner, 1997; Mosey, 1996). However, Gutman, Mortera, Hinojosa, 

and Kramer (2007) have pointed out the scope of practice may be limited by relying 

solely on theories based on the meaning of occupation across the life-span since these 

theories do not offer direction for treating different clinical conditions. Petrenchik (2006) 

suggests that an ecological practice framework may be more beneficial for working with 

the homeless population and that occupational therapists should focus on residential 

stability and a retum to housing which may improve community participation and return 

to the job market. 

Reflections on the Meta-Synthesis 

The process of meta-synthesis is arduous and time consuming. One of the 

difficulties in completing a meta-synthesis is discerning what are data and what is 

conjecture on the part of the author. Sandelowski and Barroso (2002) reported several 

problems associated with the findings from qualitative research reports. Some of the 

problems in the findings included: misrepresentation of data as findings, 

misrepresentation of analysis as findings, misuse of quotes or incidents which may not 
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match the conclusions that were drawn from those quotes or incidents, and the ambiguity 

concerning what is a theme or pattern (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002). 

Another difficulty with this meta-synthesis was the difficulty in categorizing the 

findings. Some of the studies could have fit into more than one category. An effort was 

made to select the category that fit the overall intent of the study; however, at times it was 

difficuJt to determine exactly what the intent of the study was. It is possible that the 

generic topic ofhomelessness and occupational therapy may be too general to obtain an 

adequate synthesis. 

Jones (2004) recommends that a meta-synthesis should be performed by a team 

which should include at least one expert qualitative researcher. While the luxury of using 

an expert qualitative researcher would have been beneficial, this study was done as part 

of a dissertation which precludes the use of outside assistance. This study was primarily 

conducted by the first author who is a novice level qualitative researcher. 

Limitations 

This study, like most studies, has limitations. First of all, the articles synthesized 

in this study were related only to occupational therapy which precludes other points of 

view. Secondly, although most researchers strive to remain objective, the possibility of 

researcher bias still exists. 

Conclusion 

The results of this meta-synthesis should provide an increased understanding of 

the homeless literature within occupational therapy, offer details from the original 

research reports concerning the inclusion/exclusion of several occupational therapy 
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concepts, and give a synthesis for future researchers to evaluate the occupational therapy 

I iterature regarding homelessness. Yet, work still needs to be done. Many of the studies 

reflected the views of only one or two participants. Legault and Rebeiro (200 I) 

encourage occupational therapists to undertake single-case studies in their practice as a 

way to begin to build a larger evidence base to support the use of occupation within 

mental health. This meta-synthesis has shown that case studies are being done. However, 

this meta-synthesis study has also shown that occupational therapists may have only a 

general understanding of the homeless phenomenon. For example, one study suggested 

that a return to stable housing is an important first step in program planning and 

community participation and occupational therapists should be assisting individuals and 

families to return to housing and connecting with the supports and services in the 

community (Petrenchik, 2006). While a return to housing may be important to homeless 

individuals, perhaps occupational therapists should focus their research on problems of 

adaptation, role expectations, or the environment. Four of the studies included in this 

meta-synthesis were primarily about students on fieldwork in a homeless shelter (Drake, 

1992; Finlayson, Baker, Rodman, & Herzberg, 2002; Heubner & Tryssenaar, 1996; 

Totten & Pratt, 2001 ). While the importance of students ' reaction to homelessness is not 

being discounted, the focus does little to provide information concerning interventions for 

the homeless. Occupational therapists now need to perform more in-depth studies aligned 

with our OTPF. The new OTPF states that " ... supporting health and participation in I ife 

through engagement in occupation" is occupational therapy ' s domain of concern (OTPF, 

2008, p. 626). If occupational therapists are able to show the value of occupation as an 
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effective intervention with the homeless population, perhaps the policy makers will 

include occupational therapy as a recommended service for the homeless. 
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CHAPTER IV 

OCCUPATIONAL PARTICIPATION OF HOMELESS INDIVIDUALS 

Homelessness continues to be a pervasive problem in the United States. Although 

the exact number of homeless persons is difficult to determine, the National Coalition for 

the Homeless (NCH; 1999) estimates on any given night that over 700,000 people could 

be homeless and during the year as many as two million persons are homeless. A more 

recent investigation by the National Alliance to End Homelessness (2007), reports there 

were over 744,000 homeless people in the United States in January 2005. Of those 

744,000, the report stated that fifty six percent were living in shelters or transitional 

housing and forty four percent were unsheltered. An analysis of the literature suggests 

that determining the reasons ofhomelessness can be difficult. Various reasons have been 

suggested including substance abuse, post traumatic stress syndrome, mental health 

problems, and physical health problems. This list is certainly not all inclusive, and some 

individuals may experience several factors at one time. 

Until recently, occupational therapists have had minimal contact with the 

homeless population. In one example, Kavanagh and Fares (1995) conducted a case study 

of a homeless mentally ill client using the MOHO (Kielhofner, 2002). The authors 

identified group homes as an institutional environment that were conducive to successful 

rehabilitation of the client and that occupational therapists using the MOHO are able to 

support the complex needs of such clients. Davis and Kutter ( 1998) studied independent 
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living skills and post traumatic stress syndrome (PTSD) in twenty-four homeless women. 

According to the results the prevalence of traumatic experiences and PTSD is higher in 

women who are homeless than those in the general population. Also, based on the results, 

women who are homeless have deficits in independent living skills, especially in the area 

of money management. Finlayson et al. (2002) and Heubner and Tryssenaar ( 1996) used 

a collaboration between the community and a university to examine the needs of 

occupational therapy services in a homeless shelter. Heubner and Tryssenaar ( 1996), 

report a retrospective study of an occupational therapy student in a homeless shelter in 

Ontario, Canada in which data were collected in a student's journal, which was the 

communication tool with her supervising therapist. The major themes identified were the 

student's rapport with the residents and the resident's drive towards purposeful activity. 

Finlayson eta!. (2002) performed a needs assessment at a homeless shelter in south 

Florida. The authors report that the purpose of the needs assessment was twofold. The 

primary purpose was to guide a developing occupational performance skills program at 

the shelter. The second purpose was to guide the selection of fieldwork activities for 

occupational therapy students working at the shelter. The authors admit the transient 

nature of the shelter population makes it difficult to determine whether or not the 

occupational therapy program is helpful in assisting the resident's in breaking the cycle 

of homelessness. 

Homeless individuals present occupational therapists with a different set of 

circumstances and challenges as compared with clients normally seen in the more 

tradjtional hospital and outpatient settings. The occupational areas (including work, 
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leisure, and self-care performance areas as well as the physical , social, and cultural 

contexts) are different for the homeless population. For example, only about thirteen 

percent of homeless persons are employed, most lack affordable health care, and some 

are affected by mental illness (NCH, 2007). Some homeless individuals have to choose 

between food, shelter, and other basic needs. Poor people often are only an accident, an 

illness, or a paycheck away from being homeless (NCH, 2007). 

The purpose of the study was to investigate the occupational participation of 

homeless individuals based on their roles, habits, and contexts. The specific aims of the 

study were to examine homeless individuals with regard to their (a) volition; (b) recurrent 

patterns, i.e. roles and habits, in their everyday lives; (c) capacity in occupational 

performance areas; and (d) physical and social environments. 

Selection of Participants 

After approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of Texas 

Woman 's University, a convenience sample of 15 adult male participants was recruited 

from a men 's shelter in a large southwestern metropolitan city. The program at the men 's 

development center is 6 months in duration and includes treatment for chemical 

dependency, relapse prevention, work therapy, personal development, career 

development, and spiritual development. Christian character and a Christian work ethic 

are stressed. The number of participants was based on availability of subjects at the shelter 

with the intent of obtaining a minimum of 15. The participants were initially recruited by 

the director of the shelter and were asked if they would like to participate in a research 
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project which required them to answer questions about activities that they do as part of 

their everyday lives. W1itten informed consent was obtained prior to commencement of 

the interview/evaluation. The interviews took place at the center and were conducted by 

the principal investigator. 

For purposes of this study, the criterion for homelessness was a lack of housing 

for at least the last 7 days preceding the interview. 

Data Collection Instrument 

In this study the occupational participation of homeless individuals was examined 

using The Occupational Circumstances Assessment Interview and Rating Scale Version 

4 .0 (OCAIRS; Forsyth et al. , 2005; See Appendix A). In the context of the MOHO, " the 

term occupational participation is used to refer to engagement in work, play, or activities 

of daily living that are part of one 's socio-cultural context and that are desired and/or 

necessary to one's well being" (Kielbofuer, 2002, p.l15). 

The OCAIRS is a semi-structured interview that gathers information about a 

client concerning various aspects of their lives. These aspects include information about 

their roles, habits, personal causation, values, interests, goals, interpretation of past 

experiences, physical environment, social environment, and readiness for change. Al so 

included is information concerning motor skills, process skills, and interaction skills . The 

OCAJRS is scored on the following four point rating system: 
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F= Facilitates: Facilitates participation in occupation 

A= Allows: Allows participation in occupation 

I= Inhibits: Inhibits participation in occupation 

R= Restricts: Restricts participation in occupation. 

The instrument is based on concepts from MOHO (Kielhofner, 2002). MOHO can 

briefly be described as consisting of three subsystems: the volitional subsystem, the 

habituation subsystem, and the perfonnance capacity subsystem. The volitional 

subsystem includes personal causation, values, and interests. The habituation subsystem 

includes infonnation on roles and habits while the performance capacity subsystem is 

made up of objective components and subjective experiences. Some sample questions 

from the OCAIRS are listed in Table 2 to assist the reader's understanding of the scoring 

criteria. 

Table 2 

OCAJRS Sample Questions 

Roles 

Habits 

Personal causation 

Values 

Interests 

Skills 

Do you have any family responsibilities? 

What would you like your routine to be like? Describe a typical 
weekday (before you were here). 

How well do you think you understand your own abilities? 

W11at do you value most in your life? 

What interests or hobbies do you have? 

Are you able to concentrate, problem-solve, and make 
decisions to get things done? 
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Table 2 (continued) 

OCAJRS Sample Questions 

Interpretation of past 
experiences 

Physical environment 

Social environment 

Goals 

When you think about your life so far, do you think you 
have had a good deal or a bad deal? 

How do you feel about the physical environment here? How 
could it be improved? 

Is it better or worse than where you were living before? Do 
you manage to get things done that are important to you? 
Do you feel the physical environment has an effect on your 
behavior? 

How do you find the other clients at the shelter? Do you 
have any friends here? Are you able to form trusting 
relationships? 

Do you ever set goals for yourself/make plans for the 
future? What goals do you have for the next week? The next 
month? How are you going to achieve them? Do you have 
any long-term goals? (1 year, 5-1 0 years) How will you 
accomplish them? 

Results 

Ethnic backgrounds of the fifteen participants are as follows: 53% (8) African 

Americans; 33% (5) Caucasians; and 13% (2) Hispanics. The percentages are generally 

consistent with the U.S. homeless population which shows a distribution of 49% African-

American, 35% Caucasian, 13% Hispanic, 2% Native American, and 1% Asian (NCH) 

(August, 2007). Mean age of the participants was 44 years. The oldest participant was 67 

years and the youngest was 21 years. Mean number of weeks of homelessness was 21 . 

The longest any one participant had been at the shelter was 156 weeks while the 
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minimum number was two weeks. Eighty percent of the participants had been at the 

shelter sixteen weeks or less. 

The scoring of the OCAIRS revealed that only 13% of the participants indicated 

they were able to "facilitate participation" in occupation. Fifty percent were "allowed 

participation" in occupation while 28% had "inhibited partidpation" in occupation. The 

remainder 8% restricted participation in occupation. Of the 13% in the "facilitates 

participation in occupation," 29% of those responses were from the values section. The 

value section was the only section in the assessment where the scores on "facilitates 

participation" in occupation were higher than the scores on both "allows" and "inhibits" 

occupation. The results of the OCAIRS data are summarized in Figure I. 
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One ofthe benefits provided by a semi-structured interview like the OCAIRS is the 

additional qualitative infonnation that may arise as part of an answer to a specific 

question. In this investigation, there were three main themes that emerged which were (a) 

religiosity, (b) substance abuse, and (c) family support. This particular shelter is a faith 

based Christian organization that provides daily chapel services for the residents of the 

shelter. As a result, most of the participants talked in some detail about their faith and the 

need to dedicate more of their life to their faith in order to get their life back on track. 

The next theme that emerged from the data was substance abuse. A majority of the 

participants readily admitted that substance abuse was a significant factor regarding the 

current episode ofhomelessness. A common comment from the participants was "I was 

ok until I started drinking and drugging again." The third theme was lack of family 

support. Most of the participants revealed little recent contact with family members. One 

participant reported he had several brothers and sisters in the area but he had lost touch 

with them. Another participant stated that be was not sure if his siblings even knew where 

he was. 

Limitations 

The limitations of the study include a small sample size that is from on specific 

geographic area and from one facility which limit the ability to generalize the results 

beyond this study to the homeless population in general. 
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Discussion 

The focus of this study was to gain insight into the occupational participation of homeless 

individuals. The findings indicated that the responses for "facilitates participation" in 

occupation were limited; however, such responses did exceed the number that "inhibited 

participation" in occupation. As expected many of the scores on "facilitates 

participation" would be low simply because the participants are in a structured program 

that eliminates or limits certain activities. The scores on the roles and habits sections may 

be higher now that the participants are in the shelter, especially those who were having 

difficulty with substance abuse. At least thirteen of the fifteen participants readily 

admitted problems with substance abuse without being asked. The values section was the 

only one where "facilitates" had the highest number of responses. A possible reason for 

this response is the nature of the faith based program at the mission. The majority of the 

responses to the values questions had to do with their conviction about their faith . In 

contrast, almost all of the scores for the interests section were in the "allows" section. 

Some of the participants claimed to have a wide variety of hobbies, especially outside of 

the shelter, and were still able to do many of their hobbies while in the shelter. Responses 

to the questions regarding readiness for change may have concerned the participants ' 

lifestyle changes from prior to coming to the shelter rather than what they would do when 

they left the shelter. One of the participants stated he was benefitting from being 

homeless and that it was a learning process and he would be better than he was before. 

Another participant reported he wants more out of life and now believes he can 

accomplish any thing. Most of the participants were clearly able to state some tangible 
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goals for when they left the shelter. However, most of them had some difficulty 

articulating a clear plan of how to implement those goals and some of the goals did not 

appear to be reasonable or doable such as being able to find a job that paid well and 

finding an apartment immediately upon leaving the shelter. The OCAIRS was chosen as 

an assessment in order to determine the overall level of occupational participation of the 

clients. The information obtained from the assessment revealed that the main areas of 

difficulty for the participants involved their volition and recurrent patterns. In order to 

alleviate or minimize the areas of difficulty, an appropriate intervention plan would need 

to be implemented. The intervention plan could include: having the clients ' practice 

setting realistic and achievable goals; identifying particular areas of their roles and habits 

that were the most problematic for them; and making an appointment with a social 

worker or other qualified mental health professional in order to understand their negative 

interpretations of past experiences. Additional MOHO assessments that may be beneficial 

include the Work Impact Scale and the Occupational Self Assessment. 

The qualitative results highlighted the perceptions of the participants ' plight while 

acknowledging their own limitations in being able to recover. The participants reiterated 

how important their faith was to them and how it would help them through their battle 

against illicit drugs and alcohol. Brizer ( 1993) has suggested that an affiliation with a 

group advocating a coherent belief system such as Alcoholics Anonymous or a church 

may lead to abstention from illicit drugs and alcohol. The use of a religious value or 

belief system is not new in the treatment for drug and alcohol abuse. Religiosity and the 

value of some type of religious belief system plus the ability to abstain from illicit drugs 
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and alcohol have been studied (Brizer, 1993; Gorsuch, 1995). One concern in this study 

was that participants appeared to have recently discovered their commitment to faith . 

Whether or not the participants will continue to reach out for support following their 

discharge from the facility was not within the scope of this study. 

Homelessness and lack of family support from immediate or extended family was 

the third qualitative theme identified. One of the participants revealed limited contact 

with family members and stated "that no news is good news from me" when asked about 

his relationship between him and his family . According to Dixon et al (1998), families 

may play a role in helping homeless family members with mental illness to connect with 

services and to maintain participation in drug treatment. Pickett-Schenk, Cook, Grey, and 

Butler (2007) report that there is a strong association between family contact and stable 

housing with the severe mentally ill and that, relatives may be able to play a supportive 

role in assisting them to live independently in the community. Caton et al. (2007) in a 

study concerning risk factors for long term homelessness identified the median number of 

days homeless were fewer for the homeless that returned to live with family and friends. 

The importance of family support may indeed be an important component for effectively 

mitigating one of the factors for homelessness, however, longstanding family problems 

are not always easy to repair in a limited amount of time. 

Implications for Practice 

With a better understanding of the types of occupational participation experienced 

by homeless individuals, occupational therapists may be able to increase the use of 
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occupational therapy with the homeless population. Occupational therapy practitioners 

need to keep in mind that the homeless population may present different kinds of 

problems than therapists typically encounter in everyday practice. Occupational therapy 

can only benefit the homeless population if practitioners are able to utilize the value of 

occupational therapy with this particular population. Researchers need to communicate 

their findings in ways that are easily understood and can be put into practice (Law, 2002). 

Unlike many of our typical clients, basic ADL are not a major concern with the homeless. 

Clinical reasoning skills are always important for practitioners to have and may be 

especially so when working with the homeless. Therapists need to address other areas of 

intervention as well such as substance abuse, financial management, anger control , and 

low self esteem. 

Another area of concern when working with the homeless population is 

reimbursement. Providing interventions services without financial resources is difficult. 

In a healthcare environment that is already strapped for resources, serving the homeless 

population successfully may be the most difficult obstacle to overcome. Occupational 

therapists have been providing mental health services since the beginning of our 

profession. However, Legault and Rebeiro (2001) suggest the literature is deficient in 

providing evidence that occupation as a primary treatment approach is appropriate for 

mental health problems and that there is insufficient data to support the profession's 

assertion for the use of occupation as therapy in mental health as well as a relationship 

between occupation and mental health . The authors encourage occupational therapists to 

undertake single-case studies in their practice as a way to build an evidence base to 
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support the use of occupation within mental health. Building an evidence base for the use 

of occupation may be good advice for therapists working with the homeless population as 

well. If occupational therapists are able to demonstrate that treatment using occupation is 

effective for the reintegration of the homeless into the community, perhaps policy makers 

may see the benefit in paying for our services with the homeless. 

Conclusion 

The result of this study has provided information concerning the occupational 

participation of homeless individuals. The study has offered insight into the various 

issues that the homeless may incur. As happens in many studies, the study provided more 

questions than answers. While occupational therapists have acknowledged the need to 

become active in providing meaningful interventions for homeless individuals, minimal 

resources are available to therapists to formulate such interventions. Through research 

and advocacy, therapists should be able to better understand hornelessness and expand 

the role of occupational therapy with the homeless population. 
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CHAPTERV 

OCCUPA TlONAL ADAPTATION AND HOMELESSNESS 

According to the National Coalition for the Homeless (NCH; 1999), counting the 

number of homeless people in the United States at any one time is difficult. The Coalition 

estimated that in 1999, on any given night, over 700,000 people could be homeless in the 

United States and during the year as many as two million persons are homeless. A more 

recent report by the National Alliance to End Homelessness (Jan, 2007) reports that there 

were over 744,000 homeless people in January 2005. Of those 744,000, the report stated 

that fifty six percent were living in shelters or transitional housing and forty four percent 

were unsheltered. 

The factors that predispose a person to homelessness are difficult to determine. 

Goering, Tolomiczenko, Sheldon, Boydell, and Wasylenki (2002), attempted to identify 

characteristics of persons who were homeless for the first time in Toronto, Canada. Three 

hundred adult users of homeless shelters in Toronto were interviewed over a period of 

one year ending July, 1997. The authors defined an episode of homelessness as a lack of 

housing for at least seven nights in the previous month and no prospect of housing in the 

next month. In addition, they reported that an episode of homelessness had to be more 

than one month apart from a prior episode in order to be counted as a separate 

occurrence. The authors then contrasted the two groups, the ones who were homeless for 
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the first time and those who had more than one episode of homelessness . The results of 

the study revealed that forty percent of the persons interviewed in the study were 

homeless for the first time and that the two groups were similar in many ways. For 

example, there was evidence of mental and physical illness present in both groups and 

rates of previous hospitalizations did not differ between the two groups. 

Similarly, Bowdler and Barrell (1987) identified the health needs of the homeless 

by conducting a health needs analysis on a group of homeless individuals in Richmond 

VA. They used the Neuman systems model (Neuman, 1995) which they describe as an 

open-systems model that incorporates aspects of stress/adaptation theory as well as 

holism to the understanding of health. Seventy clients at the shelter completed a survey 

with twenty closed-choice questions. The results ofthe study concluded that mental 

health problems, including substance abuse, had a high prevalence and that physical 

health problems were many, varied and usually treated at the local teaching hospital. 

From an occupational therapy perspective, Kavanagh and Fares (1995) conducted 

a case study of a homeless mentally ill client using the Model of Human Occupation 

(Kielhofner, 2002). The authors identified the three subsystems of volition, habituation 

and performance, and occupational adaptation. The authors also reported a relationship 

between the three subsystems and the client's perfom1ance. Group homes were identified 

as an institutional environment that was conducive to successful rehabilitation of their 

clients and that occupational therapists using the Model of Human Occupation are able to 

support the complex needs of such clients. 
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Homeless individuals may present occupational therapists with a different set of 

circumstances and challenges as opposed to clients nonnally seen in the more traditional 

hospital or outpatient settings. The occupational areas (including work, leisure, and self

care performance areas as well as the physical, social, and cultural contexts) are going to 

be different for the homeless population. For example, discharge planning for homeless 

clients who are without health insurance, adequate financial resources, and permanent 

housing will present a challenge to the individual in obtaining items such as durable 

medical equipment and follow-up therapy services. 

Occupational adaptation (OA) can be described as a process in which there is an 

interaction between the person and the occupational environment (Schkade & Schultz, 

1992). The person is viewed as consisting of sensorimotor, psychosocial, and cognitive 

components. The environment is viewed as composed of physical, social, and cultural 

components. The interaction between these two sets of components results in an 

occupational challenge which contains certain role expectations and generates an 

occupational response. Another key concept is that within the person there is a desire for 

mastery. The environment presents a demand for mastery resulting in an interaction 

between the person and the environment which results in a press for mastery. 

In addition, there are three sub-processes: (a) the adaptive response generation 

sub-process, (b) adaptive response evaluation sub-process, and (c) the adaptive response 

integration sub-process. The adaptive response generation sub-process consists of two 

parts, the adaptive response mechanism that selects energy levels, methods, and 
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behaviors and the adaptation gestalt. The adaptive response evaluation sub-process is an 

evaluation of the response generated by the adaptive response generation sub-process. 

Within the evaluation process relative mastery is assessed. Within the adaptive response 

integration sub-process learning occurs and becomes integrated into the person systems 

(Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003). 

The purpose of this study was to describe the internal adaptation process, 

occupational environments, and occupations of a homeless individual from an OA 

perspective (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003). The specific aims of 

the study were to gain an increased understanding of the (a) internal adaptation process of 

homeless individuals, (b) occupational environments of homeless individuals, and (c) 

occupations of homeless individuals. The theory of OA has previously been shown to be 

beneficial in understanding the homeless population (Johnson, 2006). 

Methods 

Design 

The primary purpose of qualitative research is to reveal the viewpoints of people, 

the meanings they assign to their experiences, and interpret the world as it appears to 

them (DePoy & Gitlin, 2003). A case study is a particular form of qualitative research. 

Some case studies utilize a single informant while others may use several infonnants. 

Whether or not one chooses the single case study design or multiple cases can be based 

on the availability of informants or on personal preference. This study is based on a 

single case. According to Creswell ( 1998), the use of more than one case may water 
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down the overall analysis and can lead to lack of depth in the study. Legault and Rebeiro 

(200 1) encourage occupational therapists to undertake single-case studies in their practice 

as a way to begin to build an evidence base to support the use of occupation within 

mental health. 

Sample 

This case study involved a participant recruited from a men's shelter in a large 

southwestern metropolitan city. The treatment program at the men's development center 

is six months in duration and includes treatment for chemical dependency, relapse 

prevention, work therapy, personal development, career development, and spiritual 

development. Christian character and a Christian work ethic are stressed. The participant 

was initially recruited by the director of the shelter and was asked if he would like to 

participate in a research project which required him to answer some questions about 

activities that he does as part of his everyday life. Approval was obtained from the 

Institutional Review Board of the university and written informed consent was obtained 

prior to commencement of the interview/evaluation. The interview took place at the center 

and was conducted by the principal investigator. 

For purposes of this study, the criterion for homelessness was a lack of housing 

for at least the last seven days preceding the interview/assessment. 
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Case Study 

The participant whom we will call Jackson (a pseudonym) is a 43 year old male 

who had been at the shelter for about two weeks at the time of the interview. Jackson has 

never been married and has no children. He reported that he has brothers and sisters in 

the area but has lost touch with them. He also stated that his physical health is good, he 

can read and write, and be is bilingual (English and Spanish). Currently he helps out 

around the shelter by sweeping the floor and volunteering through the shelter with a local 

food bank. He also reports that he spends a considerable amount of time reading and 

studying the Bible. Jackson reports that he is committed to renewing his faith in Christ, is 

determined to excel and is highly motivated to change his current situation. Currently he 

is on parole for an unnamed offense. He has been in shelters prior to this stay and has 

been fired from several jobs because he is unable to get along with his supervisors . He 

admits to a long history of substance abuse and that his relationships with the opposite 

sex have been limited for the past 25 years to married women and prostitutes. His only 

hobby is lifting weights. Jackson stated the best time in his life was the two years he 

stayed at a Christian facility in a neighboring town (apparently he was sent there by the 

district attomey). His current short term goals include buying a vehicle and seeking 

employment at a local chemical plant. His long term goals include having a relationship 

with a "good Christian woman" and getting a job in the produce industry. 

One of the first steps in occupational therapy is assessment of the client. In 

Jackson's case, he reports having a history of difficulty in getting along with supervi sors 
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which has caused him to be fired from his job on more than one occasion. He has limited 

contact with family members which decrease his social support system. He has a long 

history of substance abuse, previous episodes ofhomelessness, and his relationships with 

the opposite sex have been limited to prostitutes. His sensorimotor skills appear to be 

intact and he is able to take care of his own basic ADL needs. His attention span is 

sufficiently long enough for him to sit through a 45 minute interview, and he is able to 

speak two languages. Even though he was able to answer the questions appropriately, 

Jackson could benefit from a formal cognitive assessment, especially given his history of 

substance abuse and occupational maladaptation. Jackson could also benefit from a 

formal psychosocial assessment given his history of risky behaviors and previous 

incarcerations. 

Discussion 

The purpose of this case study was to examine Jackson from an occupational 

adaptation perspective. As far as Jackson ' s occupational adaptation is concerned, it 

appears that his adaptive response patterns have become hyperstabilized. His history 

indicates he may have a limited capability for adaptation. Jackson 's adaptive response 

generation subprocess appears to select primary energy most of the time. The theory of 

OA believes the amount of adaptation energy a person has is bounded or finite over the 

course of a lifetime. Within this supply of energy there are basically two types: primary 

energy and secondary energy. Primary energy is focused and is used at a high rate. 

Primary energy is needed to initiate and meet an occupational challenge. Secondary 
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energy is more creative and is used at lesser rate than primary energy (Schkade & 

McClung, 2001). Jackson's propensity to use primary energy may account for his 

inability to respond appropriately to supervisors resulting in his multiple dismissals from 

various employers. His occupational environments are dysadaptive. His social 

environment has included drug dealers, drug users, and prostitutes. All of this has limited 

Jackson 's ability to achieve relative mastery in relation to his occupational roles within 

the occupational environments. 

Once the assessment of Jackson was complete, the next step is planning an 

intervention process. Occupational adaptation essentially has two treatment modalities or 

techniques which are occupational readiness and occupational activity. Occupational 

readiness consists of preparatory techniques, assistive devices, or education. The role of 

occupational readiness is to prepare a c1ient for participation in occupational activities. 

Occupational activities are those that are occupational in nature and can help encourage 

and advance the occupational adaptation process. Remembering to keep the roles and the 

occupational environments of the client in mind when selecting either occupational 

readiness or occupational activities is important (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & 

Schkade, 2003). Another important point to remember in the OA process is that the 

client's role is to function as his own agent of change and the therapist's role is to act as 

the agent for the client's occupational environment (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & 

Schkade, 2003). 
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As far as the treatment plan for Jackson, I would use a combination of both 

occupational activities and occupational readiness. The choice of occupational activities 

would be based on the clients' perception of which occupations may be more therapeutic. 

The chosen occupational activities would need to be ones that would allow Jackson to 

achieve an adequate level ofrelative mastery. The theory ofOA postulates that relative 

mastery consists of three properties which are: efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction 

to self and others (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003). Relative mastery 

is also an individual experience and may be different for each individual. In Jackson 's 

case, relative mastery will allow him to be able to identify his areas of improvement and 

his contribution toward his improved status and to evaluate his own responses and 

progress toward achieving the goals he has set for himself (Schkade & McClung, 2001 ). 

Jackson has a long history of dysadaptive behavior and choosing occupations that are too 

difficult, at least initially, may lead to frustration which could further impede his ability 

to improve his occupational adaptation process. Once the client starts to show some 

increase in his ability to adapt, i.e., he will begin to integrate changes into his responses 

or at least begin to recognize that his responses are dysadaptive and that they may need to 

change. At this point, the occupational challenges could be increased as new learning 

takes place and new skills are acquired. Jackson 's occupational activities need to progress 

to a point where he is able to manage his energy levels, especially in confrontational 

settings at his job. Also, his occupational activities should assist him in making 

appropriate choices with regards to his social relationships and facilitate reconnecting 

with his family. Caton et al. (2007) in a study concerning risk factors for long term 
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homelessness identified the median number of days were fewer for the homeless who 

retumed to live with family and friends. At some point, occupational readiness could be 

used to educate the client about substance abuse issues and some of his other risk seekin o-
b 

behaviors. Currently, Jackson is involved in a faith based shelter and reports that he is 

benefitting from his religious study there. 

So now I'm renewing my faith, I'm renewing my dedication and 

commitment to Christ. So, that's the highest, I can ' t get no better 

than that. Cause God knows my motives, he knows my plans, he 

knows he has a purpose for me. (Jackson, personal communication, 2007) 

Brizer (1995) has suggested that an affiliation with a group advocating a coherent belief 

system such as Alcoholics Anonymous or a church may lead to abstention from illicit 

drugs and alcohol. As the intervention progresses, Jackson's internal adaptation process 

should continue to improve. Hopefully, he would be able to start to recognize the deficits 

that are occurring in his adaptive responses and how those deficits are affecting his roles 

and his occupational environment. With the knowledge of his deficits he may be able to 

construct more adaptive responses and gain relative mastery over his occupational 

challenges. 

Conclusion 

As with any hypothetical patient, it is impossible to know the outcome of the 

treatment since there was no actual treatment provided. It is possible to speculate based 

on the assessment, as to what type of treatment regiment that would be followed for a 
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particular type of client. In this case, the hypothetical treatment was based on the model 

of OA. Jackson clearly displayed some definite problems with his internal adaptation 

process. He has difficulty functioning within his occupational environments and was 

unable to achieve relative mastery within his chosen roles. One of the functions of the 

OA model is to assist the client in improving his internal adaptation process. Once 

Jackson is able to begin to improve his internal adaptation process, he should display an 

ability to adapt within his occupational environments and roles that have been 

diminished. It appears OA would be a beneficial model of practice to treat homeless 

individuals. As with any client, much of the success of therapy is based on the client 

him/her self. According toLe Granse, Kinebanian, & Josephsson (2006), occupational 

therapists believe that client motivation plays an important role in the intervention 

process both before and after discharge and there is no chance of success without client 

motivation. Another important fact to remember about OA is although motivation is not 

specifically addressed, the model does encourage the client to engage in occupational 

activities that are meaningful and important to him/her which, in turn, may improve the 

client's own internal adaptation process resulting in outcomes with some degree of 

relative mastery. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

The overall intent of this dissertation was to study the experience of homelessness 

from an occupational therapy perspective. The first study provided a synthesis of the 

occupational therapy literature regarding homelessness. The second study examined the 

occupational participation ofhomeless individuals with regard to their: volition; recurrent 

patterns, i.e. roles and habits, in their everyday lives; capacity for occupational 

performance; and, physical and social environments. The third study described the 

internal adaptation process, occupational environments, and occupations ofhomeless 

individuals. The key components described in this chapter are a synthesis and discussion 

of the research findings from the three studies, implications for occupational therapy, 

future research, and final thoughts. 

Findings 

The specific aims of the first study were (a) to gain an understanding of the 

occupational therapy literature as it pertains to the homeless; (b) to explore the concepts 

of occupation, adaptation, roles, habits and environment in the occupational therapy 

literature regarding the homeless; and (c) to synthesize the occupational therapy literature 

regarding the homeless for future research . After examining the qualitative occupational 

literature regarding the homeless, various suppositions concerning homelessness were 

identified from the different ways in which the literature was presented. Five key areas 
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were identified in the literature. They are: (a) perspectives on homelessness , (b) lived 

experiences, (c) student fieldwork experiences with the homeless , (d) life skills, and (e) 

models of practice. The meta-synthesis provided: an increased understanding of the 

homeless literature within occupational therapy; offered details from the original research 

reports concerning the inclusion/exclusion of several occupational therapy concepts ; and 

gave a synthesis for future researchers to evaluate the occupational therapy literature 

regarding homelessness. Although every attempt was made to include the available 

qualitative occupational therapy literature regarding homelessness, there were some 

omissions discovered after the fact. In retrospect, the services of a competent librarian 

would have been valuable to assist with the literature search and to obtain advice on a 

more comprehensive search strategy. 

The second study provided some insight into the occupational participation of 

homeless individuals. The specific aims of the second study were to examine homeless 

individuals with regard to their (a) volition; (b) recurrent patterns, i.e. , roles and habits, in 

their everyday lives; (c) capacity in occupational performance areas; and (d) physical and 

social environments. The results revealed that the participants had problems facilitating 

participation in occupation. Only thirteen percent of the participants indicated they were 

able to "facilitate participation" in occupation. Law (2002) has reported that a lack of 

participation may lead to poor health and well-being. The findings of this study suggest 

occupational participation may be an important component for intervention with the 

homeless. In this investigation, three main themes emerged from the qualitative 

information provided by the interviews, including (a) religiosity, (b) substance abuse, and 
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(c) family support. The participants in this study reiterated how important their faith was 

to them and how it would help them with their battle against illicit drugs and alcohol. A 

majority of the participants readily admitted that substance abuse was a significant factor 

regarding the current episode of homelessness. The importance of family support may 

also be important for effectively mitigating one of the factors for homelessness. 

The purpose of the third study was to examine an individual from an occupational 

adaptation perspective. The specific aims of the third study were to gain an increased 

understanding of the (a) internal adaptation process ofhomeless individuals, (b) 

occupational environments of homeless individuals, and (c) occupations of homeless 

individuals. The theory of OA has previously been shown to be beneficial in 

understanding the homeless population by allowing the occupational therapist to focus on 

all areas ofthe person, environment, and the person-environment interaction in order to 

establish which areas are obstructing the normal adaptation process (Johnson, 2006). The 

case study participant in this research revealed deficits in his: internal adaptation process; 

occupational environments; occupational roles; and with energy selection. ln addition, 

evidence was shown of an inability to achieve relative mastery within his chosen roles. 

Implications for Practice 

As this line of research has demonstrated, there are many factors associated with a 

person becoming homeless. Some organizations explicate a goal of eradicating 

homelessness in the United States and cite the lack of affordable housing as the primary 

reason for homelessness in the United States (National Alliance to End Homelessness, 
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2007; National Coalition for the Homeless, 2007). Is that the answer, lack of affordable 

housing? Could eradicating homelessness really be that easy? Would other factors 

indentified as possible causes for homelessness such as substance abuse, domestic 

violence, mental illness, or gambling disorders, just disappear if everyone had affordable 

housing? Eradicating homelessness completely doesn't appear any more feasible than 

eradicating substance abuse, mental illness, or domestic violence. A more important 

question to answer may be how to reduce the incidence of chronic hornelessness. 

Livingston and Miller (2006) note that occupational therapists are especially suited for 

helping the episodically homeless, those who have been in emergency shelters previously 

and the chronically homeless, those with multiple emergency shelter admissions . 

Occupational therapists are adept in understanding the role of occupational participation 

and its connection to disability; they could certainly play a valuable role in reducing 

chronic homelessness. 

Occupational therapists have much to offer the homeless population. Our unique 

knowledge about occupation and adaptation may provide important opportunities for 

homeless individuals to adapt to their current situation. While learning to increase their 

internal adaptation process, their cycle of homelessness could be broken. Adaptation has 

been at the core of occupational therapy since the early days of the profession. Adolph 

Meyer (1922) was one of the first to acknowledge that certain diseases may present 

problems of adaptation. Fidler and Fidler ( 1978) asserted that adaptation helps 

individuals to cope with everyday problems and to fulfill age specific life roles . King 

(1978) explicated the importance of adaptation as a unifying concept in occupational 
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therapy. Spencer, Davidson, and White (1996) described adaptation in terms of a life lona 
0 

cumulative process in which individuals remember past experiences as a way of 

influencing the future. The previous examples reiterate the importance of adaptation to 

the practice of occupational therapy. Occupational therapists need to continue focusing 

on the concept of adaptation when designing interventions with the homeless population. 

Occupational Adaptation provides a way for therapists to focus on the internal adaptation 

process of the individual by observing them in their day to day activities. An 

improvement in the internal adaptation process may lead to increased occupational 

functioning in the homeless population. Perhaps, if we start to treat the problem (inability 

to adapt) rather than symptoms (homelessness ), the theory of OA could become a tool for 

intervention with the homeless. 

The OA model offers a unique opportunity for intervention with the homeless 

population because OA focuses on the internal adaptation process that exists within each 

individual. Every person has his/her own individual internal adaptive response 

mechanism whether or not the person's life is affected by disease or disability. The goal 

of the occupational therapist practicing from an OA point of view is to frame the problem 

from an occupational adaptation perspective. Therapists need to gather information 

regarding the homeless client's occupational roles and determine which roles are the most 

important to the client. How does the environment fit into the equation? Are there 

particular social or cultural issues that may affect the outcome of therapy? How about 

physical environmental barriers? What is the homeless individual 's occupational 

response to some of these challenges? Can the homeless client appropriately evaluate and 
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integrate the responses into their person system? Does the homeless client have 

sensorimotor, cognitive, or psychosocial deficits? What is the client's level of relati ve 

mastery? Schkade and McClung (2001) remind us that OA informs us how to ask the 

right questions rather than what to do. 

Research Recommendations 

Occupational Adaptation has been shown previously to be a useful model of 

practice or frame of reference with applications to different areas of occupational therapy 

research. Gibson and Schkade (1997) have shown the benefits of using OA with cerebral 

vascular accident (CVA) clients. Jackson and Schkade (2001) highlighted improved 

patient satisfaction and more efficient outcomes with the use of OA interventions for 

people with hip fractures. Johnson and Schkade (2001) revealed improved mobility skills 

for CVA clients were obtained when OA interventions were employed. Pasek and 

Schkade (1996) exhibited the benefits of relative mastery (a component of OA) to 

adolescent skiers with limb deficiencies. Garrett and Schkade (1995), using the 

Occupational Adaptation Model of Professional Development (OAMPD), have shown 

the OAMPD helps to facilitate the transition from classroom to practice for occupational 

therapy students on fieldwork. Stelter and Whisner (2007) used the theory of OA with 

mentally ill criminal offenders in a sheltered workshop program. Gillot, Holder-Wall s, 

Kurtz, and Varley (2003) used OA as a fi·ame of reference to translate themes for stroke 

survivors undergoing a home program with constraint induced movement therapy. 

Bouteloup and Beltran (2007) used OA as a frame of reference to study a child with 
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behavioral problems. Johnson (2006) has shown the theory of OA to be beneficial in 

understanding the homeless population. There are also numerous dissertations from 

Texas Woman ' s University explicating the merits of using OA in research and practice. 

As the research literature has shown, the efficacy of OA has been demonstrated with 

several different types of clients. Currently, the use ofOA with the homeless is limited to 

one study (Johnson, 2006). However, OA can be relevant for a variety of settings and 

populations (Schkade & Schultz, 1992; Schultz & Schkade, 2003). 

Research opportunities with the homeless population are abundant. Future OA 

research could focus on either the episodically homeless or the chronically homeless . 

Other subgroups within the homeless population such as victims of domestic violence, 

homeless women and children, or homeless persons with substance abuse issues could be 

studied as well. Another area for research for occupational therapists could involve non

occupational therapy literature regarding homelessness. Kielhofuer (2004) discusses the 

importance of using knowledge obtained from other disciplines to support our own 

unique knowledge. Through research outside of occupational therapy, occupational 

therapists may be able to capitalize on the knowledge of other disciplines to improve on 

our cunent knowledge of treating homeless persons. 

Final Thoughts 

This line of research is important in order to gain a better understanding of the 

literature on homelessness, analyze information concerning the occupational performance 

of homeless individuals through the Occupational Circumstances Assessment Interview 
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and Rating Scale, and demonstrate the application of the OA frame of reference regarding 

the internal occupational adaptation process of homeless individuals. Based upon the 

information obtained from each of the three studies, it is this researcher's hope that an 

increased understanding of the experience ofhomelessness has been achieved which, in 

turn, may assist occupational therapists in developing effective assessment and 

intervention strategies for those who find themselves homeless . 
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ROLES 

•Do you have any family responsibilities? Are you managing to keep up with these? 

•How much contact do you have with your family or friends? How often do they 

telephone/visit? 

•Do you have any responsibilities here? 

•What are your needs relating to your culture or religion? 

•What else do you do? What other roles do you fill? 

I trw 0 Occufmional rote reflect a highly produc ive lii,.stvlc· 

~~~' Hilt cvel of salisfae~ion with current roles ' 
0 Fu ils a wide range of role responsibilities 

A 
0 O r cur.'ltiQn<'l l rQies rP.flect a somew-11;~1 productive Jiiestylc 
0 Some satisfa tion w ith urn:ml ro l e~ 
0 MtnQr dtffiCLdty tn fulfilling il wide ran~f.! of role r<>sponsibilittcs 

I 
0 · u~ai ivna l roles fail to cons.tilW tP a prod~tctive lift»tyle 
0 ery ittle satisfaction with current role 
D M.1jor difficulty in fulfillin!J a wide r.;rnge of role respon~ibili t ies 

R 
0 1\o occug.ational rol@s 
0 AI 1 He from roles 
0 Cannot tuhill a wide range oi role responsibi litic'S 

HABITS 

•What would you like your routine to be like? 

•How is your sleep pattern now? 

•Describe a typical weekday (before you were here). Were your weekends any different? 

•What is your routine now? Are you able to do what you want to do? 

•Has your routine changed (since you arrived here)? If so how? 

• Are you satisfied with your current routine? 

'Jl!c 0 Hi~h l y orgMtized d;Hiy s hNiulo . . 
r .f.' 0 · ood ba l<mce betwe o wmk, rest, seh-c ..J t<' and lt·J~urt" 

.... ;. r1 Si!tisiied wi1J1 d.ii ly routine 

AJ, 0 Some n ~oni za f ion oi daily sched~ le 
O Some ha .ance fll:'tw~·,.,n work, sell-~arc and lc1sure . 0 Somewhat sat isfied wi!h dail)' routme 

Very lml12 or~.::m i z.ariM ot dJil)' schedule . 
I O Very lrtt lc l1a ant"(' f){'twe n wo , self-care and le1s.ure 

O Very litt le s,arisiactio n with datly rout inl' 

R 
O No orra,nizerl dai ly S( hedule 
0 , o ba ance between v.'Ork , >elf-care and let sure 
O Di-.satislicd ~ov i th d;;lily routine 
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PERSONAL CAUSATION 

•How well do you think you understand your own abilities? 

• What things do you feel you do well, or are proud of? 

•What things have been difficult for you? Can you give me an example of something you 

have found difficult to cope with recently? How did you handle it? 

•What is the most difficult thing for you at the moment? 

•How successful do you think you will be over the next six months? 

• How do you think you will achieve this? 

• Is there anything you thought you may be able to do, but have problems achieving? 

0 Strong confid('nce in abili: ies 
0 AntiCt[ ales S.LICCess in next six months 
0 ld~ntiti~ a number of things (J or r ) done well/proud oi 

0 om~ confidence in abilit ie&. 
0 Anticip.ates somewhat successiul outcome$ within 

lll'xt ~ix monttl> 
0 Some difficulty m identtfyi ng f>Qmethin~ done welllproud of 

0 Very linfe confidence rn abililies 
0 Signific<Jnl concerns aboul iailurcs wtthin n 1 six month 
U Mil tOr dtfficulty in tdentirying something done welllptoud 

0 o confidence in abili tes 
R 0 Antic ipates fa ilure in ne~t six months 

0 Does not identi y anything done w-ell /proud oi 

VALUES 

•What do you value most in your life? (What or who is most important to you?) 

• Are you able to live by your values or ideals at present? If not, why not? 

• Are there any other things that are important to you? 
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R 
Docs not identify any values 

0 o ·tmvic tion/ iili'n<t tion about eXP'f€'S-~OO values 
0 E pm.ssas no congrui ty between own values and current li e 

s1tuatton 

INTERESTS 

•What interests or hobbies do you have? Is there anything that stops you from currently 

participating? 

•How often do you get to do them? 

• Are there any activities here that you would like to do in this environment? 

• What would you like to do with your time when you leave the shelter? 

R 

0 P~trtiopatt: !l in man • interests regu lad~1 outside oi work 
0 High level or interest m primal)' o cupa ion 
0 HiQh h~ve l of satis(ac ion with level ol parti ipat}on 10 an 

intertJstlsJ 

0 Few aguely de iin d intereSJ outs.id V><£irk . 

no regular partic ipation 
0 Very fitt lf:! interest in prinMr~ ro.ct:upa tion 
0 ery IHtle satisfacrion with level ot partiopatton in an lnter5 ;sl 

0 Does not partlcipa e in any iflemifi~d lllt<:t~ g uu1s1de ol work 
0 No tnterest in pnmar oc: upation 
0 D is:outi:;fa tion wi th level ol rar i ipatkm 

SKILLS 

•Are you able to concentrate, problem-solve, and make decisions to get things done? 

• Do you have any physical complaints which limit what you do during the day? 

•Are you able to overcome any problems you have? 

•Do you complete tasks to your satisfaction (e.g. Too fast, too slow)? 
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•Do you prefer to work alone or with others? How well do you work with others? Do you 

feel comfortable in a group situation? 

A 

R 

Participation is anhibttcd due o signi!l <ln 
0 o1 r St.. ills 
0 Pr ess ' kills 

Commumcatlonllnteracllon Skill . 

Parhc•pation is restri ed due to severe limitation in: 
otor ki ll 

0 Proces kills 
ommuniCllt ionJ Interaction ~ kill 

in; 

INTERPRETATION OF PAST EXPERIENCES 

•When you think about your life so far, do you think you have had a good deal or a bad 

deal? 

•What was happening to you around the time of your becoming homeless? 

•Give an example ofthe best period of your life. 

•Give an example of the worst period of your life. 

•What effect do you think your past experience has had on your current situation? 

0 E prel>ses very posit! -e feelings about past expener1ee~ . 
0 Characterizes past as time of great rformam.e dnd dttumphshm nt 

R 
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READINESS FOR CHANGE 

•Tell me about a time when you experienced a big change in your life (around the time of 

your becoming homeless.) What did you do, did things become better or worse? 

•How do you cope when your expected daily routine changes? Is it difficult for you to 

adjust? 

• How do you react when someone criticizes you or challenges you about an issue) e.g. 

about your behavior here)? Do you get angry with them? What kinds of things do you do 

when you are angry? Do you feel sad? What kind of things do you do when you feel sad? 

0 AdjusH well 10 fet'dh.Kk/chanl:ll!~ tn pt"r~naiiE"nvlronmenta l 
ci cumst,1n(",e$ 

Highly mntiv<'l!ed to make po hive !.hang • ; clead r idemili s are.1 
cl o II\ w .J.nb 10 work Qrl 

0 Stgn cJn d t# icully in .ld,ustmg to feedbac 1 • nges rn p ~ nJII 
n •itQnment,JI orcum,t.lnt. ~ 

0 Very II: ti P mt11tvatinn 10m:~~· podr'"" r ..>ngP<; · ;o~ sign ilir~n (fitficult\ '" 1den1 
1i n t wcl n 10 vork on 

0 KeJ ·1s et.'<ll:Mck/ch.&oges i perWtl;tl / P!Wrronmemal c•r< um~ tan ·e 
R 0 M.lkc~ rn.adequat chan~s or modifications; does nul idt.•nlifl' .lied~ 

t hen w.:1111s to wMk on 
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

•How do you feel about the physical environment here? How could it be improved? 

•Is it better or worse than where you were living before? Why? 

•Are there places that you would like to go to that you are currently not able to acces ? 

•Do you manage to get things done that are important to you? 

• Are you able to keep your possessions accessible? 

•Does your environment afford enough privacy? 

•Do you feel the physical environment has an effect on your behavior? 

OD<!mdnd~/Co lotramtsin thephv.l al lors.uc 
L ~sl u l rol pt-rfnrm.'\nrp 

0 Ampl• I ~un:e/uppor lun il iP~ (mn '1, IIJO:S(>Of l.lltOil. l attl \ lic-~ 11<. ' I<J 5 r rt 
p.lrtrc.tp.luon rn desired acltl•flt 

R 
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SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

•How do you find the other clients at the shelter? 

•Do you spend a lot of time alone? Who do you spend most of your time with? D o you 

have any friends here? 

• Who are the most important people in your life right now? 

•Do you hear from them and/or see them as often as you would like to? 

• Where do you feel most vulnerable or at risk? 

•If you need help or support, who do you tum to? Can you talk to your 

family/friends/staff? 

• Are you able to form trusting relationships? 
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GOALS 

•Do you ever set goals for yourself/make plans for the future? Have you followed 

through with any of them? 

•What goals do you have for the next week? The next month? 

•How are you going to achieve them? 

•Do you have any long-term goals? (1 year, 5-1 0 years) How will you accomplish them? 

•Do you feel able to set goals at present? 

SHORT-TERM GOALS 

R 

ch 1· vable, 

0 ldemrfies vague or confllclin,g goals thai \• ill nc vcr • d1 Ticulr to <~ch•e e 
0 Discu s.es a plan that rs not real istic 
0 •ry little partktpat1on m he e ec urton of tk plan•sJ 

LONG-TERM GOALS 

A 

R 

I, ~hr.>r · I 

hon-

0 ldcnn iies vague or conllictin lun~- t •rm goals tha wil l be w r ' di iiicuh 
to .:1chievc 

O Discusses a pian rhat 1s not real1s: ic. "h Hcrm g al unrclat d o long· 
erm goaJs 

Ver ri rt le participa!ton in the execution of t e plan • ~ J 

0 Doc n<>t identify any long term goa l{sl or has una~h H:•va bl •oo l 
0 Due~ 01 d1s uss plan. ab nd ns h 1s /h~r piJ . east~v . 
0 o purtiCipiltJOn m the el<e uno of he pla tsl, dorng nothrn to 

ach1 ~·e g alis t 
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APPENDIXB 

lRB and Consent Fmms 
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liAS WOJUII'.S UIIIVUUITV 

Ol"fON DA.UA~ HOIISTON 

School of Oc.wpotionol Therapy 
6700 Fonn•n S.lr@d;, Hou$f0r1, TX 77{)]1). 3.!3 
7 J-794 2 18 Fox 7 1 3-79~-2 22 

TEXAS \\>'OMAN'S UNIVERSITY 
CON ENTTO P'ARTICIP.<\TE IN RESEAI'tCH 

Title: AN INVf.STIGATLON INTO THE HOM ~$PH OMENO : /~oN 0C UPATIONAL 
THERAPY PERSPECTIVE 

IDV~stigator: Mic.h.s.el Bradl.t•y ........... co ..... . ....... ~--- ... ..... .... ...... ........... . .. .. .......... .... ............ ............ .. 832'6B7-&.30 1 
Ad isor: G~yle Hert~::h. Ph.D ........... ..... ........... ........... .. .... .... .......... ..... .......... ............ ..... 713094-2153 

Y IJU lli"C hl:irag a!iko:d lo pilltkipiJte in a reseun:b study for Mr. Elf'adley's di=rtiliion lll Tens Woman's 
U11i?-c:rsity. TIJ;c ~of this res~ is ro e-xamine tbe e\'el'}-da}' llv~s Gf bome!I!SS men. Oc~rional 
panidpMiQq ilv!~IO.ik · lh~ w:f!>·s in lilhkb <me paruc:ipam; in m;tivrtics of cverydJJiy h(c. Jn pilrtlrul;ar, tbJS 
~udy Wl ll cornmine homeless males in !be faUowing a:rcas: I) your moriwrion: 2) root in<.' patterns, i.e. ro i ~Ji 
ll!id habill, ill yQ411' l,l(loo;;ry·day Ji•,.s; 3) your >;ilpllt:ity t<.>r dlling a~iv1 tie~; i!lld., 4) yOYr plf~·Fi~ ~n~ wo:lal 
~Jml~.mdin~cts . 

l'1>r IbiS ill~ d)'. tbl:l ir1vesli~lor will wOOUtl £ncc:-c.o-Enee in1ervie'I''S ofbomckss mnl~ This in1C1'V~" will 
be done M ibe Star of Hope Men's O.:~'t!lopJn.ctlt Center at a lime 118f<OO UJXlf1 by ~'OU 1111d tile in"" tiJifiJ.OI ~ 
You -.~u be: ~WdJll-filJ!<'d dw:ing tb~: r<lce-lo- t:,,;c inlcnoi~. ThC' pllfllQSC of the ll!lWcHilping is to provldr II 
tnms~ptioo of lhe information dJSCussN in 1he inr£1"Yiev.• :md to assl.l.lt 1M accui"3Cy of th~ r~pon.ins of 
that inforu'I!Uioo.. Y<~t~r fi'OOI'imllJiil l(llol lim~ c;¢mrnltm<:JJI i11 tb~ Sludy i5 cst iro;~QIJ lobe ·••wrQxima1cl ooc 
to tv.'<l hoo.rs 

Poleotial~ 

Pot.entillll risks rclaood to ym.tr pa.tticipatioo in 1l1A! sttldy i.mdudlt filligue, lo.f..~ of t ime, find l'3tiOU.0. I 
di6eoa,Jo!1 ell-Iring )'Our iCi l<:rvicw. To ~''Otd £uAig~e. -gu m i · take Q b=k (Of' breakb) dunng the 101crv1C'" 

u occ:dedl. If you expc:riaJCc cJ:ooliona.l discomfarl rtgard.ing ihc irucn•M:w qucsl.inns, }'OU 111.a~ stop 
arl~wering :YJY of tile qtJ~ioas 111 ~oy hme. You under'Sl:aod tllat Texas WoiDlUJ 's Um' '<'!'Sity will not be 
able to jlS'O\'Mic m«li>c:>l lla!'t' ot fitll!lllcial aui.Umce for injuries tl.:st .night t1appm :l.i a rd uh of > 
pMiidp;slion In 1hls n:s~:.m:h . Howe,•er . .If )'OU lieeJ that yoo nn i~ llCN of .:ounsding as a r~s~h of your 
partidpatioo in tiM: ifl&t.Y\' i£W, pliCAsc lei your dirocwr, Mr Druat')' know aboiJt )'Our sit03tioo 

Pj;VO>.-..d ~ tho 
T-W-\; lhvoin;lty 
II'$Uitlliu!Y!I Ae-.1~• &:laid 

O.,ie: t' -:;.U C'l) 
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Part~~p.,nl lnitanls 
f>a~ I of _ 

Think SUCCESS* Think TWU 



Tt ohtudy: AN IN ESTIGA Tl N l '0 111 H! M • • PH OMENO _ A1 OCCUP A TID 'AL 
THERAPY PERSPeCTIVE 

AJloiliiiiB pout"ble rlQ; 10 you as a result of ~'Our JUL"ticipaoon in this study B ~t.ea~ of oonli«ntial 
in.!Onmtioo. Ccdickrttlallty will be pt'OU'Q:d to dJe Cl:ktlt that is .Jicwed , law. TI>e oftten>~"' woll [SJ<t 
place ia a ptiVlllr loc&hon agraoo upon by }'011 atld 1M ~ber. A code name. ruther !ban )'OlD rr-;tJ 
IWDC, • •uJ be used on the udlo~:~pe a."'d lnlnsmpUoo Only lite m"est ~~or fll>d advOO! " -ill ban 
acasa 10 tilt lap! I . The IJ!Pe.f', hard c:Qplri of l.bt U'\illl!lcriplions. and tht compu~.cr diskdtcs oootai:ning the 
ITllml:riptJOII lex! fik.s >01 ilJ Qe ~ ID I locked film Clllbinet 11'1 lh" on ' tl!Up1C!I'' 0 OCt Tiot !apt$ aM 
1nlntaipeion di3 ettcs wiJI be mo!OCd and 1M lmnl coplCS Q lbc ~pliO will bo.- .hredded "' Uom 1 
yeat. II ls atotkip!IUld thac tbt rt:$11llS ofth s StOdy will oo published in tht inwstigator's diw:nalion as well 
u in other mcarc-.b publ'icmioo.s. Howc-~Cr, oo Dllillla> or ockr idcnti.(yitll informauon. woll be lm:luded m 
1.11 publlcatioo.. 

1M n:mm:lrcn will try to prn'Utl omy problm rltat <'1Jf4Jd hilpJ#l ~".re Q[ this ruetum Y"" slroufd kr 
the I'D ~.hers know al otJCC! l['ther~ i.r a probll'll! and IM}• wJU hefp )'QtL H~"e'r. TWU ciQa m.lf f"IMrU 
trtJeJicDl Nr•lcrs nr ft~~t(ffldol tJS.tqltJn<:~ jOI' lltjllries tfrar rnght J;;yJr- bh"a.n.t! you arf! raking pan m tlta 
rmrllreh 

Y 0/IJT in volvmJCnt i:o this n:searcll &1Udy is complcuiy VCII.W!tDf)', cmd you lllllY ~o >"'Ur 
pan.ici(latiGI! ill the: Stud at e uroc wi!l!out penalty. Tht' ly 'rte~ beftctir of til~ swd to yov i that 11 

the CO!qllctioo of the Sllld)' a sumiDJII')' of tilt n:sul Will be mailrd to )'llU ~ A>quelll. • 

lf yov I w any Quesdooull abcu tbo: ~ ~dy }OO m,.y uk tbe m.caodlcn; lhdr pbone: 11umbm ~ • 
the 10p of th~ form. If yoo lum: questions abool your r-.gbo as a participant ill thi5 ~b or tbe ~<'DY Ibis 
5IUdy ~ cooducted, )1)11 m')' ~OOLIII.'lihi! TelCIS WOhl.an's Uom-er'llil)' Office of~ ill 713-794. 
2140. YCIU wiD be gM:u a CO'pl' o!lhis signccllllld dilled oomcai form 10 lcccp. 

The abov~ C(l(i et~J form was r~d. d~d. IIOd ~gnoed in m) prnefll:b. lu my opitlioo, the pm.on si&ni!li 
aid comcnl. focm did 5iO J:h:cly and with fuU koowledge of ita conlenu. 
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S<hool of Occuporionol Thei"'py 
700 faM.r 5!;.,..t, Houo.ion TX rC.JO.~;,.o 

lXAS WO.MlffS IIHIVDtsrrY 71 :>-7~ 4-2 1 :?8 Fca i'J 3.79A-7122 

01111011 UUAS OUUQN 

CO SENT TO Rf:CORD 

Te~ Wom.an's nn·ersity 
,'\N [N 1E TIG. TIO NfO nlE HOMEL ' PHE 0 tE U~ : 

()('f PA 10 'Al 1"H :RAPY PIIR PtCTIVE 

Y \1 Clil~ht I . bil\'c) ur vorce rtcordc:d by Mu:hael Brad ley, a ling oo th dote under lhe 
authorrty of the 1 'cJtaS WOO\an' lJm,·er~i ..,.jfu the urJdentanding !Nt the matcnal n:cmt!cd 
rod.ay 11\a}· boo: nuu.le a\'llllablt: fur research purpose<, nnd ~·ou consent to ,uch u~ 

Participant Date 

"The 11 vc: ccmscn1 ornt was (Ca(i, di - us 'd, atu.l , jgnccJ. and you ~ign this consent i nn fr«ly 
aJ d ' tth fulllnuwledgc: and undcrst!llldtn~ fit" ornem 

Rtpf'n('Ut•tivc- or the 
Ten. \\'om n' rno•ersJty 

~~ 
T..:as Wo'l1an's ~ 
IN!!IIlllcr.;JI Aod<;w lloilfd 

O.Cf! : ~ 

Dille 

Think SUCCESS. Think TWU 
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Script for Recruitment 

The potential participants will initially be recruited by the director of the shelter. The 

following are recruitment questions: 

1. Would you like to participate in a research project with a doctoral student at Texas 

Woman's University which requires you to answer some questions about activities 

that you do that as part of your everyday life? 

2. You are in no way obligated to participate in the study. You will not be penalized for 

declining to participate in the study and you are allowed to withdraw at any time. 

3. You can refuse to answer any question or questions during the interview. 

4. It nom1ally takes approximately 2 hours to complete this particular interview but it is 

possible that it could take longer depending on the amount of conversation that is 

involved. 

5. Once you have agreed to be in the study, the student Mike Bradley will arrange with 

the director for meeting times with you. 
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liipe 

:vfay 30. 2007 

To Whom .It May C'.oncern 

Michael Bradley, a studenl at Texll.S Woman's University has pennissl.on from the 
Director of Si!ar of Hope Men' s Dcvelopmeu1 Center, Dick Druary, to interview the 
rc:sidems C)[ the shelter primarily f(ir ~be purpo.sr.: of completing his research oroje<:t for 
further edu~.a!itm, . 

Sincerely, 
t7 . 

~~~ ~~0H.wl-fi"~"' 
Suv ofllo_pe Mdl::.lA!velup~~ Center-

+ --- ~~ 

Oo·1~ tiOd Cttrlc~ M nms 
M~l'";' fo ~;Ninc:t'Yltl!U GfMl'f 
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1El\IORA DUM 

TO; 

fRc ~t: 

Ga. le: Hencll 
Don !\.t. BradLey 

IRB 

J\111() 16. 2007 

BJE IR.B p tcGt:lcon 

TEXAS \\'OMAN"'. 
Of.N!l"W tl" rq(tJ.J 

laorihrtilonal R.,.;.,. Boar4 
6"100 f.snnor.- S1 fl\,u;!M. lc ~ ''1'0J.tl'1 '!V.I-2\174 

TV.'U 1011 000~917 

P~ Ilk "A a i•n:stipt>oa iat.o tbc lnuaeletl pitc:aomc:aoa: Aa ocnpaUooall.bcnpy 
Jlf.'J'Ipectln,. 

Tllie approval tam for I )'ft,.. The .study may oot C!OIIUUIH' afler t~ approval pt~riod 
wltlloul addltlnaJillRB re>"k<w aad Appro~•• ff,tr «MJliouiitiuA. II i yvur ~Go'libllily tc Uilln: tbt 

study is aoc mt~clllcnd beyoad tilt: uplralioa dau. 
Aay Mat!ft11 ill U!lil' ftlldy or laforwled t'OUllf'DI pi"C!ftd11rt 1111111 r.-c"l"t rc.- I""' and a PiJroV'II 

prio.-ID im'*-1atioA ualHI tlwl chaattt Is -I"Y lor thi:' llifety of~ubjec:U. lo add don. JO• 

•11111 iDfiW• ••~ JRB of ach•UH evrab mt:Oilatt!recl darinr tilt 1t111ty or ofaay ocw and ai(ll.ifka111 
lnfcora&:~~diJii !bat allry hlpaci il ~I'd~ l»trt!eip»llf' s.·ret)' or wm g w M IJtin t I• yoatr ~•d ·• 

R£M MBEJl TO ~0 ID£ COPIE Of' TilE ' I(; £0 lNI'ORMtD CO 'ENl' TO Til 
OFFICii OF RESEARCH. ROOM tOIIO WR TK£ "f I) HA$ 8E&I'l OMPLE D. 
IN ·a,..UOE nTER PRO\rJDI.NG THil SA 1E(S)Of' TJU: R£S£.ARC1f£R( TRE f CULTY 
A.O\'lSOR. AN"D TM£ TITU: 0 TU£. SniDl'. ORA.DUA TIO'I 1\tA , . 0 B.l.OCK.ED l ' LE ;;s 
CO .EI'n'S All£ ll£TliRNE1), 
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INSTrfUTIONAl REVIEW B 

IRB APPROVAL FORM 

'a1ne of lnvestig:ai.Or(:,.) Don r>·l ichad Bradlev 
~~~~~~~-----------------------------

TWU ID#{~} (100$911 
~~~-------------------------------------

Name of Rese.a:rch Advisorts J Ga k· H::rsch. PhD, OTR 
~~~~~~~-----------------------

Adidres~: 67M FaMill 
~~~~-----------------------------------

School ofO.T. 

Houstotl TX 17Q3{t 

Type of Re~· ie'\'. : Full IXl 

Dear. Mr. 9mdley: 

Your study entitled : An inve-!lt igatiom into the horn£ tess phenomenon: A. occupational lhcrap)· per.;p.:<:ti' t: 

(Tile afJfJ{Ir:trltl WtLfl (Xmtplete 1fw wp pvrtiOrJ of this form} 

hlls b«n n::••iewedl ilw tile lMtiiDtlonal Re-vlew Do111nl • lloustGn Cetller and it ~popCI!rs to meet our 
requirements in regan;! to protl,'!Ctl\ln ofthc indh•id!ual's ri8Jits. 

Pbease be n::mimk:d dull both the Unr\'ersity a:nd lite Deparunen1 o f l l.:alrb and I .I uman _ 1)1, ices. 
reglilations 1ypically require tha1 sigtllltures iodjc<lf¢jr(.!l irtlonned consent be bt.ai ned !'rom all human 
subjllcts in your study. These an~ to be fi led w-ith the rn~titutionnl Revit,~· Board Chairman. Any 
exception to lhis rl'qui:n:menl is noloo bdow. !Furthermore. a~cur-ding 10 HHS regt•lalkiiiS. anqth r 
revitYI' by the JRB Is rc:qulttd if }Our prujel..::i c-han~es or If lr e~reods beyond one yeu fl'om C hi~ 
dale of appn.n·a l. 

Any pocial prcwis io ns pertaining l<l ~·uur study an: not~<! be-Jow: 

______ n 1e fil ing ofsign~luresofsnilj!:\\..'11'.> with thc-lnstitutional Rcv·icw l:kmnl 1 ~ not requirC'd. 

______ ()!her soc attached sh~et. 

______ No Sp~i:a l pN)v isiOtiS i!ppl~·· 

Sincerely. 

/l;u.Mh I? ~z~ 
Wi.l liam Hanten. yd) 
Chair. lRB • H~us.to11 Center 
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INS'TITUTlO AL REVI£\"\ BOARD 

APP I A rs NAME· 

TWt; 1D NUMBER: 

PRO PO AL Ti fLE · 

Doo Michael Bra.dk-v 

000 91 

>\n inwr;tigarion • l.(l 1l!e hom~lc:Ss ~ rnt:oon : 1 

therapy pc:.rs~.,.·c 

Applkm•t must complete rap poNion uf thrJ f1Nm) 

I 
0 1 Oi.sapp •e 

D~app.rtJ\c 

Man:b , r 
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J -:TI:'lrr:_ 'L FEY!FN ~-r ': 
Ttn.s Womu's ah·rni1) 

~"'on DJII.u llmmon 
l.l\STnUn ONAL REVIEW 80.<\RD - HOUST0/1. CEJ\ 11:R 

f'l'LL OR XPEDn' tO RKVIE\.Y 
A.P.PL ATJON 1'0 'tHILlNS'TfJ'\JT tON .L RF.VI I;:W BO.UlD 

This f<mn is designed to implement review of !be pruposcd projectS fOf ~~o•hi 0 8 jusri.fiablc OS~ I ilu.ma11 
participants txisrs. To ddcrrninc wbcttJa- Full Review or Expeducd Rev1ew i:s rc:qwrcd. refer ro the 
Ruman Participants in R~rdl: l'tlJI:it:utiooal R.e"ff'w Boilnl Policies nd P.rmulu.l'(';li. pp l l·l ~
Appro\1111 is reqtlired prior tO tile illltlruion of the res.mrch pro;ect Tbc Pnnc1pal lnverogntor Will ()e 

notified if the 1115tftution3l JW1.1ew Board requires additional in fortrullioo. 

A Full Rnicw requires ~ duly OOIJ\"Cooi sasnon of the IRI). Nine mes of tlus oompleted fOflll. dt 
Statement of lnfonn«< C.oosetH, 111~ IRB Appro'Vlll fon:n, and the Cmnmilt~ Approval Form must be 
su.btnitted to the Office of ReseSI'l:.b (MGJ 91J) at least 5 worlunp, days pnor m a Nf!ulatly scllcduled lRB 
meeting. 

An urt!d1ted Re-vir.¥~ , wbich requires IIPI'roval by tb~ IRB members. C311 l1e s.ubmined ol any rune 
The rev ieW proces;G IS tikdy to take aoout 3 ... -ect.!k 'fhrec CQ1?14:S ofalJ documents arc: requ1red. 

To complete this fonn electronically, type infommtioo into the blris pro\•1ded. If yout typing !JUs the 
blank, t«W win wrap automJJ.Iicruly. Print om. socure apJ»Vprialc: is;natures.. and submit the COfl'oct 

number of oor»es (a.loug with ~in!! documents) 10 the Office of ~b. MJO 913. Paper-clip 
each set of papc:rs-DO lllllpks, p~ 

l. DESCRIPTfVE IN:FORMA TION 

TWtJ 10 , , 1)1)5917 

------------- TWtJ IJ):.._#_;_; _________ _ 

FawJey Ad\'tmr ( lr apttll~.) Gavle He.sscl) Ph .D Orpt. ------'--""""-'....._ ___ _ 

AN lNVE TIGATION INTOTifE HOMELE S PHE 
tk>ofStudy OCCU PATIONAL THERAPY PER ' f'FC'TIVE 

Thb invadcalion nql.liru (mark tht appropriaw lun): 

0 ~'••ll.fte>~ bet•nu _\'u.Qlef!!bic t::=-.~:::ll~l:!!:au~oo~--------------
0 ufN'dlt<'d R.e.-W!w t:N-aUJe 

Ertlm.aud bf!~jnala~ datt of r~ shd}' _:::61,;:.3;:;;0!2.::.::00:;.7;:._ _________________ _ 

Etti•••P~t duration of tiM! nvck,o _O~~~E....:Y..!:Bo:.\R.:::.· .:._ _______________ _ 

lR.B-H 2004-H 
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0 Prof~ooa:J hpcr 

0 ThcriJ 

? Di sntat ion 

0 Oan f' roj ecl 

u Ibis rH.-arch bei:n~t conducted for 1 non-nniven ity 'ponw r! 

0 Yts; Ncaue or Spoasor 

(.8] No 

METHODOLOGY 

0 Pilol IDd) 

0 f'•e•I'Y 

The pwpose of th1ii rtlloeafcl\ is 10 txllltbnt! 1~ l.lllG'IJP'IIiona:l patbCiptttMlo of homele i.nd i ·duals Occupa11onal 
p.tr11Clplll>On mdudes th.e Wll)'l • wbicb 00¢ oro,y;ages In 8 o:ti:\1 - • <$ or C\'ayday hli: The pec:lflc AlmS or I hi~ f!Uiiy 
arc to ex.a.mi~ male l1101nulll!iS it~divi&.als v.i~h d1 foUowin t'\lll$ I) th. ir volition, 2) ~~en.~ pan~ , e 
t tnd 113bi tn Uleir ~'CJ)Iday ];, . .,, 3) ~!l Cil~ for QCQ~potliooal per(Omianee. and • .C) 11\e:u ph and 
JOCial ei!Viromnem s. 

2. ~ d:te proeedun!S rd.tlt:d U) tefi'llhlllmt of partl ~li Pr ••id ll deultled d r I II of bo-.. the 
rcuuluanrl ~us wi OC'rur. l'ltaH attadl All neruitmt.nr marrrills. ioduding ll dortaild JU(('IJIC:OI or 
Krlpl of' wlla& d bf Wei durlq lle mruilment procus. 

'The intervlel MJl take place tn a pnvare room at t1.1e Smr of Hope Me.n 's De\'Clopmcnt CcnLcr 
"The potcn1.aJ participantS \"ill mitially be rocruitod by lhc di~tor of the sheller and 1•1ll be uslc:J 
1f lhe \\fOUid like w }Xlnicip!lle in a research proje\C't -whi h require them to an w~ :.ome quest1o!l! 
about acnvioes that the • do Lbat ns pan of !hear eve day lJ\ . The potenuaJ partJcl~t \\111 be 
told that tile are in oo way obllgated 10 particiJnte 1n rlw study and 1hat they are allowed to 
withdraw llt any time. The potential pamcipants will also bet ld that tbey can refuse to an~wc:r any 
questi n or questiOrJS duriilg the infel"\'lew T ile participan~ will be mJormed that 11 normall) take. 
about 45 minutes to complete thiS panicutar interview hut 11 t poss1ble lhal II could take longer 
depending on Uw amoum ofoon\ersallon lhalts mvolved 

l. What iJ IM lllli.Un~u .. total timr r&IDIIIiunutt fer 11M> partid p•nu ia•oh-.,d! 
pproxJmatel 2 HO 

4. DetcribC' i• ckuil tltr proet'dures lbtlt wiD M ul<ed. 
The participant will be i!,•aJuart~d using The Occupftl«:>.W C'iramliUUI«i As..eument lmtrvlt" anrl IU!11 S;:;Ue 
(OCAIRS) er.yon 4 0 The O<'Al is 1 SC'tni-Jli\JCtured Lmcmcw thlt g.r.thc::r.J tnfom-.at~<>n about u chcnt 
C4'111Cel'ning MiOOI~ upects of 11leir lt•-a< 'Thck ~~~ includ it.lonnaJion .tbout lheit roles.. bahits. J'lCf na1 
~ti values. im~"' goals. tntaprejaiJtm nfpasl e><pmcrn:es. ph)·siCll.l ~TJY!Wnmenl. S:J(:lal em.1t11n~n1. and 
readioe1s foe~ .~ iru:lu4ed i inform tiOfl eoDCeroift DlQior skills. PfOO£~ ' II and lllCera;:oon sblls In 
addftio m~ dC'mi>@T.apbK i11form3rion will be cutleC~cd :;udt ~ Clhnl~y. ase, and le h oft tmt hom<'lt>U 
SEE A.PPEND.IX A and Appendh B. 
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Wnbscund 0 

If )':Jf/Ufl:\>;~''tXJ 'l'S ~ i!o 1['11 5JWI1 i .l /Jf" 6, t:.fe.\C:r1/w Jht! purpt~'<' uf IU(Wf$: LlJid t':q_t/am ... ;._, >o'J/1 Jtmt• C.!Ci"C'J> 1(1 fht' 
liiJ)t!:.S. 

The primary purpose of the audJOU!pt.'S •s l ensure that the crmre qu;~lrUIIJ \·c por1Hln nf the 
assessment is contained. The tapes '~ill be- lrnJ'lScfibcd by the onguml rescan:hcr and ''111 be 
available lo !he advisor only. Instead of names. p5ClldonJm ,~,n be used to protect coofidenttahl) 

7. hrtkipalll Jnfoi"'IUttioo: 

This research is otdy interested in adult'S. be a roent that I am u log l:s not appropriate 
for chi.klren. Also. ltomdeM children car~· a compounded ' 'uln rability tatus. one tb~· 
are childreJJ a»d eco-ndly they are ho de!~&. 

(8J . ..... 0 F'tcmalt 0 Bod• 

If )'0'11 an> u!!Wg oolx f!KJ}" "'frmak pomcffXI"J:r, p!'f••M.! )'0*1' nr 'wok .ror nldriJioom:lu'ii<JrJ r.>t 
fJU'f"'I{'CZflt( ~Oil ,.....:; 

Mala onl)' are bdag used incc I ues n•lating to ~ penonalli\.·es of the p rtici pan are 
being ~"CC and tile interviewer i. male Tbe i.!lsu relate to th ings like \'alu habit$, 
goal, and family iuues- A complete tiJt of the question.s that ll''iiJ be a k£'d during the 
i.ate.n'iew is .attached. See appendix .-\ for a complete list of the q u lions. 

d. Put11ap4;111< wiiJ be excluded ~ o etluticit • 

{f w (1111'•"'''"' )-c.~ .. tt• qu~.srJoo " 1d, ~nfw tift' f'lhillt:lf)' of (U111("1pa1115 t fl14 tlw ralwm>lt f"r 
adu.:m.Hr ba.5er:J 011 ethm~ 

e. Explain any otbcr wclus!OWc:ltchwon 'tc:rm to be u:so:l in ~ $1ud) 

Tht Jllrlicipants wtll ~able to spak Eog · 11 and will bf abk tu ~pond to an lateniew u 
determi.ned b tbe Director ofthr beJter. 

II. Sdtiac or tbr otudy. 

\ 'n O No 
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Star or Hope Men •·s De·,.·elopment Center 

None 

Agi<rN:}' upproval letltrrs are typically rtuptiN d ~~ tilt! IRR ~>N /Jfi{ IJ'Yll" l illJI f>to J51'unf•'d If)~"' urmwrrd 
) "'-' " (() 8a, ploosl'! at4reh ri>IJ sigJw.d OIJ"n£'}' ~prcM.tl Jeri r(s) .from lh l! Of!'' . lfS) orll<'tl rl1<'i1d If tit<!~ arl' 

IIXN!lliNlTing cii'CfNIU1tmL...U prl!~'<!nlllllo: }Vlr• f n..m oblufnmg u,~........:y "{'flro'uf pnor IQ J'l.l/)nJitl'ing duo app/l('ai!Ofl 

iy 1'ht:: IKB. ~;;;plain hr.rr.. 

b. Descn"bl: Iiilo !il!lling of the SllJdy· 
The inten·iewJ will be conducted in o pri\utc room pro'·idod by the ocm.cr. 

9-, LiR aocl describe aJJY instnllDf'llt(t) to be uud, locludh"3 roenotl:llily lt'th , i o ~ "'t l()rie:. • .1!3Sn!J intrl lll. ~r 
q•Mtloooaltei. /\UI(!b, as a.n •t•peodi~ 1 ~opy of 1:1111! irnlrumrnl(s) ud 1 t,..nKripC or a ny imtrummt that 
• itdlll:inim;ml vc.rball,y. 

OCAIRS. See Attached 
The UCAIJ{~ rs a semt-stt'Clctured mtcrvtcw that gathers mlbrmatJOn aboul a ciJent 

oonceming various aspects of their lives. These aspect.<: incJ w:le infonnBtiQn abouJ their role~. 
habits, personal c8usation. valucs, interests., goals, inierpretation of past experu:nc.es, ph srcal 
en ironment, oocial ~vi.r.o!lfQ ent, ~md readiness for ch;mge. Also included 11> mfom1at1on 
concerning motor ski lls, process skills, and intenwl:ion sktlls. The OCAIRS 1s scored on the 
follov.'ing four point ratings ·stem: 

F- Facilitares: FaciJitates participaoon in occupation 
A- Allows: Allow partjcipation in occupation 
J= InhibitS; lnbibjts parti-cipa1ioo in occupation 
R= Restricts: Restr1cts pnrtic•pation in occupation 

For the pw:pose of rhis study, the d~scripttve analysts \ ill incl ud information llhour Lhe total 
Dumber of scores on each •item o f the four pomt rari.ng scale as well as the mean ore and the 
mode for each Item on tile scale. ln addition, each of the m~1 or categories from the assessment 
will be summarized in wbular formal indiCltting tbr:: num ber of responses for each cat ~,'ory from 
tbe four point rating ~e. Pem~Jgra~}h i~ iufv11lluliuu im:ll.•lliug eti UJi~.: i ly 1111\.1 ag.r:: uf ll1r:: 
participants will be collected as "'-ell Brief case stud1es will be presented for ·each participant 
regarding their level of OCCllJXttionaJ part1ciparion accordmg to d.Je mong scaJe. The qualnan ve 
i nfo:rmation .... i ll be obtained from field notes taken by the examiner during the administration of 
the assessment, audi tape of the interviews, and commenls made by the partic1p~mt.s duri ng the 
assessment. It should be noted here thai the OCA!RS is a semi-Sltllctured interview nru:lthe 
qualitative portion of tbc a.~ses.sment \\~ ll primarily cons1s.~ of comments made by the 
participants d~g the s11Jdy .. A discussion of themes may be presented providing the data 
obtained re11ects fll1)' major pauems or themes Alchough nol tbt primary int ent ion of the 
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~sment. if themes. happen lo emerge from d:Je data. then they wi ll be duly nmod m the Results 
seC'IlOI'l. 

POTEl'"TIAL RISKS AND PROTECTIO~ OF PARTI lPAt T RJGJ:I' 

ruSK 

Loss of conftdi!l'ltialil}' 

RJSK 

RISK 

RlSK 

(Ux wotirluatlon p., ir ~) 

tl. CONnD:ENTIALITY 

ridu m .. .t he- idtar ilitd. 

STEPS TO MINIMIZE RISK 

Tl int~f'vi~,.~ will l>¢ ~~ in 11 I ~I>~ fu~ ~t~ 
P!iCUdollyrns ,.;u be usod to pm tccr oonfidcntiaLity 

STEPS TO MINIMIZE R1 'K 

The plll1icrpllllls Will be auo,.~ to take bn:a~:s 8[ mmr 1 
Rq\lest Ol.!td tlmc of interview wiJI be llmllls.ed ~ooordillj!. 
m "'hal I! ~.st lbr IIW.' p:trtliCtj:l!lm 

TEPS TO 1\.flNIMIZE RISK 

c pill1icipnms ,.iiJ be ~llov.-ed to take bre~~ks or stq> 
lbe interview Bl. ll:ulir rcquest. 

STEPS TO Mll'.'IMJZE RJ K 

In~ witll thenbliSJ!tioa ro p1ntec1 r.he lk-elfare or!!-tld minimi:t~ rio ••o r~reh p3J"(Jci:pa1118, the tR.H wrshesto 
nod~ ~.!r(;hefS of polcntiud elrocpticms to coo~Uklltla!ity wtli;cb may arne dwiog a ~h pro;ta. A pnncipal 
mvestigstor ;,l a reseAfCh ' udy l'fJWJ l'efl<)tl ~·~ of Ja .. JWII tlr -"'·'1-'<!Cit:tl drild ul>u.\'t' U~r;JI come to herlhis .u ... , i(ln I t 611y 
time~ tbe coom: o • qbc research process 

The Te:t .. Fa;l'l ily r.ooe mrtnd;rtt:$ t'hlll iill ~5 woo ha''C came 10 bell>c-·~ tl~ • ootid's pnystClll Of rncn1111 wei f...-~ IS 
~ .abused or ooglected by a1 person .'litall make a r~ ~djn the belief rlw abuse is <>OCurri~ 10 ( II Chtld 
Protective Sa"'ite~; (SIJO..:Z~l-54<JQ) or {l j any loc-111 or state law cmfun:cmau otlice. lndr,'l'liual:~ wbo mnk~ ~h s repoc1 

are immun~ fium criminal 01 ch•il lillbilil) IL~ lllllJ! i" , ihey :~~c~ in s,r•xl f.'lirh ],•Li •·idual ~ "'flu iiiCI " l bad ffiirh ate t ~lll 
immune from mmin· or ewU Jjabtbt)'. The iailure to rqxxt casas of known or suspecrro dli ld !lflwt 1s a class B 
misdernesoor. pu~ishable 1ry ll9 to oti! )'<!~ i jail Report~ 11ru~1 ioclud. !he filt:~e and addl--e o f the ehild, tlle BtJnte a.ud 
aodd!el!!l of the indiviW.I! rc!IJXlili3~C fO:r !be chillh care. ~r;,;l otllc:r pertinent rnfurmntioo ~mg tile a.lk~cdo'w!pcacd 
abwle Olf negltcL lilql(ltl$ ll'llly be 1t1ade Mort mouldy 

Bec3nse of this mandllie, all rt!!ll!al'<:hers cond!ldifi)! s expedited or Iil ii ri!Niew !Otudy mu!Ot md ude the fo llnwing 
Sf.Uement in Jbe(r oom;mt lban: "CrNrjickmi<>IHywi /1 i>l• pro!< t·vl to J/w:ooxic-m /hal l\ allrn<• -.1 loy law " 

OutllH die steJK lt1 be i:lllull to J>r1llj')<'l rhe riSliit •lid weJ(•"" f>( rhe Jtil'l~dfUiiL~. "lth ..-eg::ar-d 1o r<~t~l\demla.IJry 
of jdmtjfflblr data by Jtddf'I'Sl!in' the foUowing i1rm!: 
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a. 'Wht.tt will klauiAIIbl( dtll lit uornt! (Sptclt, prtd c loca.tlou. prdm bfy Ia a lodltd lilt ahllll'l 111i1b 
lilllited •~m by ()(Jaus.) 

lbi! tlata will bt! sl red Jn 11 lucM:d file utb1 1~t at ~ pmte•pal lll\ • gatut·~ UUI!l •. Ouly the 
principa.l investigator and Ins advtsor will have aa; ss to the data. 

b. Gin 1M ciJIIt thai js)S!Jtjfiabk dal! 'll'ill be douoy('(! l lll mlddln·~ lr idmtifcablt dal• ... u br .. ortd ror *" 
lndd'rnil.t perioil of t inlt. plor.a.w uplain. 

The kkatifiabk dJata (con eat forms will be the onl idernlrlable tlJtt.a. all other form will 
coataia pseudooymB) will be shredded upon completion of tbe dissertation 
(approximately December 31, 2007). 

~ ldmti/:)' sp«ilic "'JIYS 1!1:11 jdceli!jab!r d!t•• (i.e., paper ~mml 1 111!1 all!d .,;., fl't'Of'lfinp. 111d 

H•p!flU data) will be det&royed u 1bt ~d of thb prriod o-r rime. 
Paper documenL~ Yo-ill be shredded, com pUler files v.11l be deleted from the oomputcr hard dm c. 
and audiotapes Y~iU be erased from the record r 

D BRIEHNG 

If "no, ~ tNII fHTJ'<?de the [R/I I"th the <kbnt!}itfg rMlhocJ )Qt wr/1 USi' 10 j11//y rrlfiJrm tlw! p .-rrtrCJ"pnnt.C "f tft( 11111h·'• 
illltnl ;»tJ (l11 ~ ( ;.•h)• <h/!qmon JS '""" .,tlill?' Wkrt' lh-JY(WHJIJ Lt r<W a:t tJ pan of fl.,.. >N~· ~rplnin 
hmt• paroriparw will iJ£ dl!brll!]td n-gurdirrg rite Slllti)• l'fJ.'rlaftks 01fi l111 mtt111v Qnf/ fJfiTTXo • <1ft~ ·'*- frw 
pu1 lio.:i(JUtr($ r-.<1 be >;i•<e, ...,, .,_.,fiwutH.Nr 111J IMJ• tu ublut11 u fl11ul •"'f)> uf tiff! I(JeUILII 1 t!pt.Jn. lnthl! .J(.Ul.t bc</IJ'fa . 
bet SfJttCI/ic nlxmt wlfaf ~~ JA1fl hi! )rand •rith{XIrtrcipam:> anJ ht; ... • . 

.LJ.. IE:Ipl•ia wha aad 00.. 1M panicipanb wil bt givm ttit opportmlit)' Ill a k q i!C$tictt 
The panjcipanrs Yi1ll be aJ im""Cd qu • ttons or comments at anytime urtng the: mten~ew uml or 
during the infofUlr:d t:<lrn;enl pr . ~ 

I C. EtpWJ1 whH ud lw>V~ du;, panltlfi'IJW ~<IB ·bfo p~td witb rbr ttSulu of !ht! nnd ·. 

If the parttcjpants are interested m the r ult!. of the ~tudy. upon :omple£1un of the study l!lev '.1.111 

be provided a copy Ill the illddress iodJcat~:d on the consent form 

BJ!:.~l:.t'J IS 

15. Will tllrrt ~an d'trtt'l ~ncolill tu p!trficljJ tits'? -------------0 Yes GJ o 

If ·· ;y, u list th.r p<>~Rntinl b<-~1 · 10 J Jlf. 1'.4}( 11CJJ'Ai.'fS ~~· u "'1'rliJ ' 1hl!zr (><trtlufttllltllt , , ~~ .lflld) 
•&ne lt.J" mclmk, 1.>.11 c.trr nol/imltal 1<1. jitJan~; uJ temttrh'fll!Ja.J..fr« ' rvt<'<'-1. a<' trJ utjrrrMtN1m. mot/"'' Sl In 

OH IT~~rrWIIJWn. 
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The benefits will be Limned to me rcs:ult. of the . udy wtuch may pro\ ide the pani 1pant. \nth 
inf0111ll1tlon concerning their occupatioJJal pllltk1palion whiCh !Till)' allo~• Lht:m !\(me m!.ighl mtu 
their current situation as a homele: mdividual. F111ding.s t'rom the su y '"111 co li'IbUlc to the 
OCCUpa.tiOQal therapy literature aod body oflmo,..i.ed!,>e on homelessness. 

lNH)RM.ED ON PRO . Ol' R£~ 

l7a. Jryow wtilJ 11!14! 'II'Titta~ iaformed roaiellt., nplaJn bo rJuu ron.e11t will be obtaln.ed. 
Lnformed con'letll \ ri ll be obtaJtied HS a written document pnor to !he start of the mtemew In 
addition, n cousenu record "" ·n obtained pri(ll" to the start of the inten~ew as w II 

17b. If ·o• wtill nor ue writtu informed co-t, pl"tW d * detailed nill ()UI a nd opl illn bo"· informt'd 
romot will be obtaiud. 

RESEA:R.CH TEAM M£ f BERS 

11.. Providr a l:iU ot all .-.al"cll tum lltembe~ l!lnd their rolt Oll ll•t proj~. en a!tllch 10 lhi 

'PP'ic:ariol! • copy o-f tb~ir cltTn'ot traillin crrtilk.aoon. tt.ac:b addillonaJ Jlll~H If n 

Nameof Tearn M~--~ It le<'11 Proiect Trninill.ll Ceru6c.mr 
Atudled 

Don Micbael Brad.le_y -·- PRINCIPALJNYE_STIGATOR - ~ -
Gayle Hersch ADVISOR 

~ -Timo~ Ricstencr Commmec ~mber 
:Kathlyn Reed - Committee: member _k! 
Salh'~~cbultz Commiuee mc.mbcr - ~-

D -- - i - 0 
u 

I A TUk R.EQ lll.EM . 't ' 

- .l.~ - o1 
(Date ! 
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10/PS"jo8> 

YOUR PAPER ENTITLED: 6~ V~ -
- -~ rt:f ~ ~fq4;~ tJi, £;;£.,~ L 

HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY OCCUPATIONAl THERAPY IN MENTAl 

HEALTH. PAPER.$ ARE SENT OUT FOR REVIEW IN THE ORDER IN 

WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN AECEJVED. YOU WILL RECEIVE A 

LETTER FROM US WHEN YOUR PAPER IS SENT OUT FOR REVIEW. 

M.A.HIE.I.Ol l l ~l:! I' Rl t:NT 
C -ED!'l'Of( 
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PtQtP'I''j(lf 

~tntent Oo:l>f;o.l I t P'~' '' 
J tQ'; • • Sut'ov !ir•g 
SchtJcl trl All . rlP>t':fl <.r~ p~ 

[61 ( - ... l;rt ...... .rt\ 

G<e1Hr 1. tiC" 2711 8--1 )S-4 

tober '. _008 

D n Mi~:hael Brodle) 
Assistant Professor 
Department f 0 cupational The rap) 
3305 Health cien e Building 

ast arolina n j, ersity 
Gr em ille, 1 C 27858 

Dear 1ike: 

Your manu. cript 08-_46 c upat1onal daptation und 
t [om lessness has been recel' ed and :.cnt out tor re• ie"' 

Th!tnk _ u for your Qntribution and I wi ll f(m~ard )OU 

the comments when re ei,ed. 

inc,·rely, 

nne E. Die ·er.on. PhD. fR'L. ' AOTA 

P..Jdbllt!:lar l~"~ py-., 1rv 
10 Af~r S<lff< q'la'TJI(o'l. ~ 13904· I~. uSA 

---I>J'tW: ( 
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t 

FYM~o\JU 

~"J'....'l' ·at ~.;.~p;;.:tOn.il 1 -o1 

t .!': ~h ,,. ~ • f"'\ 9ukttf'-'J 
S "--d t>l Nh:<J ltr•H~ v~<>"' 
f eo~ c~nln~ t)t.; , ll'f 

Vl''"'" '~!._ ... r'4C i .-: <fl5f4 

Phc.~ J_ /411 f5 l 

'"" 1~1 7.U t'l ll! 
ttm.lU ~itYAil:'SO"''O:!~<V e<ht 

October • ::!00 

Don Michael Brad! ) 
A · si tan t Pro es.sor 
Department of ·upati nal Therapy 
3305 Health cic-n es Building 

ast Carolina niversity 
Greenville, NC 27 58 

Dear like: 

Your manu. cript 0 -:!47 ccupational Thempy and 
H melessncss: A Mew· nrhc i has been rccein~d and 

sent out for reviev,. 

Thank you for your contribution and 1 w ill ~ rward )OU 

the mmern when received. 

incere l). 

nne E. Dicker on. PhD. OTRIL AOT 

Edit r 

a-,lit<! tv T~• l'Wi\ lr.c 

tO '~"" St•ed emf.twirnl""· ro;v lJ'>O' 15-'10, ,lSI\ 
"*"'"' t~-<:r. F~~ C~ 
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